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CONFORMAL LIE ALGEBRAS VIA DEFORMATION THEORY
JOSE´ M. FIGUEROA-O’FARRILL
Abstract. We discuss possible notions of conformal Lie algebras, paying particular attention to graded conformal Lie
algebras with d-dimensional space isotropy: namely, those with a co(d) subalgebra acting in a prescribed way on the
additional generators. We classify those Lie algebras up to isomorphism for alld > 2 following the samemethodology
used recently to classify kinematical Lie algebras, as deformations of the “most abelian” graded conformal algebra.
We find 17 isomorphism classes of Lie algebras for d 6= 3 and 23 classes for d = 3. Lie algebra contractions define a
partial order in the set of isomorphism classes and this is illustrated via the corresponding Hesse diagram. The only
metric graded conformal Lie algebras are the simple Lie algebras, isomorphic to either so(d+1, 2) or so(d+2, 1). We
also work out the central extensions of the graded conformal algebras and study their invariant inner products. We
find that central extensions of a Lie algebra in d = 3 and two Lie algebras in d = 2 are metric. We then discuss several
other notions of conformal Lie algebras (generalised conformal, Schro¨dinger and Lifshitz Lie algebras) andwe present
some partial results on their classification. We end with some open problems suggested by our results.
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1. Introduction
In a recent series of papers [1, 2, 3] we classified kinematical Lie algebras in arbitrary dimensions via deform-
ation theory. This extends to arbitrary dimension the classic results for 3 + 1 dimensions by Bacry and Nuyts
[4], following up form the earlier work of Bacry and Le´vy-Leblond [5]. A natural extension of the classification
problem of kinematical Lie algebras is the classification of conformal Lie algebras, but one first has to decide
what a conformal Lie algebra is.
Just like not all kinematical Lie algebras act by isometries on a pseudo-riemannian spacetime, we do not ex-
pect all conformal Lie algebras (regardless of the definition) to act by conformal transformations on a conformal
manifold. But by the same token, just like kinematical Lie algebras generalise the Lie algebras of isometries of
the maximally symmetric riemannian and lorentzian spaces, whichever definition of conformal Lie algebra one
adopts, one would expect that the Lie algebra of conformal Killing vector fields on one of these spaces qualifies
as a conformal Lie algebra; although as we shall see there are notions closely related to conformal Lie algebras
(e.g., Lifshitz and Schro¨dinger algebras) which deviate from this requirement.
The Lie algebra of conformal Killing vector fields of (d+1)-dimensional euclidean space and Minkowski
spacetime (or indeed of any other simply-connected conformally flat riemannian or lorentzian manifold of the
same dimension) is isomorphic to so(d+2, 1) in the riemannian case or so(d+1, 2) in the lorentzian case. We
let Jµν denote the generators, where the index µ decomposes into (a,+,−, 0), where a = 1, . . . ,d. The inner
product ηµν has components
ηab = δab, η+− = 1 and η00 = ε, (1)
with ε = ±1 in the riemannian and lorentzian cases, respectively. Then the generators Jµν, which satisfy the
Lie brackets
[Jµν, Jρσ] = ηνρJµσ − ηµρJνσ − ηνσJµρ + ηµσJνρ, (2)
break up into Jab, D := J+−, V0a := Ja0, V±a := Ja± and S± := J0±, with Lie brackets
[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc
[Jab,V±c] = δbcV±a − δacV±b
[Jab,V0c] = δbcV0a − δacV0b
[D,V±a] = ±V±a
[D,S±] = ±S±
[Jab,S±] = 0
[Jab,D] = 0
[D,V0a] = 0.
(3)
and, in addition,
[S±,V0a] = V±a
[S±,V∓a] = V0a
[S+,S−] = D
and
[V0a,V0b] = −εJab
[V0a,V±b] = εδabS±
[V+a,V−b] = ε(Jab + δabD).
(4)
What properties of the above Lie algebras shall we take as characterising the notion of a “conformal Lie
algebra”?
The obvious geometrical answer is that the above Lie algebras are isomorphic to Lie algebras of conformal
vector fields on pseudo-riemannian manifolds. The Lie algebra of conformal Killing vectors in a pseudo-
riemannian manifold has a precise algebraic structure shared with the Lie algebra of isometries and, more
generally, the Killing superalgebra of a supergravity background [6]. Conformal Killing vectors share, with
Killing vectors and Killing spinors in some supergravity theories, the property that they are parallel sections of
a vector bundle with connection. The connection in the conformal case is the one that gives rise to the notion of
conformal Killing transport [7], an extension to conformal Killing vectors of earlier results of Kostant’s [8] for
Killing vectors. All these (super)algebras have in common that they are filtered deformations of graded subal-
gebras of a graded Lie (super)algebra: the (super)algebra associated to the “flat” model for the geometry. For
conformal Killing transport, the flat model is that of any (simply-connected) conformally flat manifold which,
in the present context, would be one of the simple conformal Lie algebras above. Of course, if we insist on
the dimension being 1
2
(d+ 3)(d+ 2), then the algebra is that of the flat model, but we could drop this require-
ment and insist only that it should contain an so(d) subalgebra and perhaps that it acted transitively. This is an
interesting problem which we will not address in this paper.
Although this property of acting like conformal transformations on a pseudo-riemannian manifold is the
property dictated by geometric orthodoxy, it is a sense too narrow. Just like not all kinematical Lie algebras are
isomorphic to a Lie algebra of isometries in a pseudo-riemannian manifold, we do not wish to restrict atten-
tion to Lie algebras of conformal Killing vectors. Kinematical Lie algebras with d-dimensional space isotropy,
for d > 2, are symmetries of non-metrical structures such as galilean (or Newton–Cartan), carrollian and aris-
totelian [9]. By analogy with the case of lorentzian and riemannian spacetimes, one could define a conformal
vector field to be one which generates conformal rescalings of the relevant structures. Since Newton–Cartan and
carrollian structures are degenerate, these conformal vector fields typically span an infinite-dimensional Lie
algebra, which in at least one carrollian case has been shown to coincide with the BMS algebra [10].
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Another property of the above simple conformal Lie algebras, andone that forms the kinematical basis for the
AdS/CFT correspondence, is that they are isomorphic to the Lie algebra of isometries of a lorentzian manifold
in one higher dimension. This suggests re-interpreting kinematical Lie algebras with (d+1)-dimensional space
isotropy as holographic conformal algebraswith d-dimensional space isotropy.
Moving away from the geometric conformal algebras, we may instead concentrate on algebraic properties.
At the surface lies the observation that the simple conformal algebras above have a Lie subalgebra isomorphic
to so(d), relative to which the additional generators transform as 3 copies of the vector d-dimensional repres-
entation and 3 copies of the scalar one-dimensional representation. We shall call such Lie algebras generalised
conformal algebras (see Definition 2); although it is not clear that they have the right to be called conformal. We
consider them because they form a large class of Lie algebras which encompass many of the conformal Lie
algebras we consider in this paper.
More closely related to conformality is the fact that the simple conformal algebras abovehave a Lie subalgebra
isomorphic to co(d) = so(d)⊕ RD, where the adjoint action of the dilatation D defines a Z-grading, where Jab,
V0 and D have degree 0, and V± and S± in degree ±1. In this paper we will take this gradation by “conformal
weight” to be the defining property of a conformal algebra. We will not just demand that the Lie algebra be
graded by D, but we are also specifying the conformal weights.
We may generalise this class of Lie algebras along at least two directions. Firstly, we can still demand on
the co(d) subalgebra with D a grading element, but allowing for arbitrary conformal weights. This leads to the
notion a generalised Lifshitz algebra (see Definition 3), discussed briefly in Section 7, where as a first step in their
classification, we classify possible Z-gradings on kinematical Lie algebras.
The second generalisation is to demand that the dilatationD should be part of an sl(2,R) subalgebra. In other
words, the co(d)-subalgebra extends to an so(d)⊕sl(2,R) subalgebra in such away that the additional generators
transform according to a representation V⊗E of so(d)⊕ sl(2,R), where V is the d-dimensional vector represent-
ation of so(d) and E is a representation of sl(2,R) of dimension 2 or 3. In the case where E is the fundamental
representation (so dimE = 2) we will show that for d > 3 the Lie algebra is unique up to isomorphism and
admits a unique central extension which is isomorphic to the Schro¨dinger Lie algebra. In general we shall call
the central extensions of such Lie algebras generalised Schro¨dinger algebras (see Definition 4) and we will discuss
their classification in Section 8.
We shall now define the main characters in this paper: the graded conformal Lie algebras.
Let d > 2. Recall that so(d) is the Lie algebra of skew-symmetric linear transformations of d-dimensional
euclidean space and co(d) = so(d)⊕ RD is the extension of so(d) by dilatations.
Definition 1. By a graded conformal algebra (with d-dimensional space isotropy) we mean a real Lie algebra
g satisfying the following properties
(1) g has a subalgebra h ∼= co(d), and
(2) under the adjoint action of h, g = h⊕V+ ⊕V−⊕V0⊕S+ ⊕S−, where V±,V0 are vectors under so(d) and
have weights ±1 and 0, respectively, under D, whereas S± are scalars under so(d) and have weights ±1
under D.
In other words, a graded conformal algebra is the real span of Jab = −Jba, V±a, V0a, S±, with a,b ∈ {1, . . . ,d},
satisfying equation (3) and any other Lie brackets notmentioned here, subject only to the axioms of a Lie algebra.
Notice that the simple conformal Lie algebraswhose brackets are given by (3) and (4) is not justZ-graded, but
actually (Z2 ×Z)-graded, with Jab,D,S± even under Z2 and V±a,V0a odd under Z2. This parity is maintained
in all graded conformal algebras in d 6= 3, but not necessarily in d = 3 due to the existence of the parity-violating
vector product in R3.
All graded conformal Lie algebras share the brackets (3) and are distinguished by the additional brackets
between the generators V±a, V0a, S±. If these additional brackets are zero, we have the static graded con-
formal algebra, which we will denote g from now on. Any other graded conformal algebra is, by definition, a
deformation of g and this is the approach we will take towards the classification. As in the case of kinematical
Lie algebras, the problem depends on the value of d, the case d > 4 being generic, whereas d 6 3 needs special
care. In this paper we will deal with d > 2; although the discussion breaks up into several cases: d > 5, d = 4,
d = 3 and d = 2. We refer to [1] for the methodology and to [3] for the rationale of working with complex Lie
algebras in d = 2.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the deformations of the static graded conformal
algebra for d > 4, which is the generic range. The bulk of the discussion is about d > 5, but in Section 2.5 we
simply observe that the generic case also includes d = 4 since there is no substantial change in the calculations.
All that happens in d = 4 is that so(4) is not simple, but this does not change the results. After introducing the
deformation complex in Section 2.1, we calculate the second cohomology and thus determine the infinitesimal
deformations in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we work out the obstructions to integrating the infinitesimal de-
formations and after solving the resulting system of quadratic equations, in Section 2.4 we exploit the action of
automorphisms of g in order to classify the isomorphism classes of deformations. The results are summarised
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in Section 2.6 and particularly in Table 6. In Section 2.7 we show that the only metric Lie algebras in this clas-
sification are the simple conformal algebras: so(d+1, 2) and so(d+2, 1). In Section 2.8 we show how all graded
conformal algebras for d > 4 can be obtained as contractions of the simple conformal algebras and we exhibit
explicit contractions for each case.
In Section 3 we discuss the case of d = 3, which is substantially different due to the existence of an so(3)-
invariant vector product (or, equivalently, the Levi-Civita symbol ǫabc) which can now appear in brackets. The
panorama of graded conformal algebras in d = 3 is somewhat richer than in d > 4, resulting in new graded
conformal algebraswhich have no analogue in d > 4. In Section 3.1we introduce the differential complex, which
is larger than the one for d > 4. Its second cohomology is computed in Section 3.2 and in this way determine the
space of infinitesimal deformations. The obstructions to integrability are determined in Section 3.3. There we
see that the solution of the integrability conditions leads to several branches of solutions: one of them being the
d = 3 analogue of the d > 4 deformations. The other branches are unique to d = 3 and their study concludes in
Section 3.4 with the determination of the isomorphism classes of Lie algebras for d = 3. The graded conformal
algebras unique to d = 3 are listed in Table 10. In Section 3.5 we discuss the contractions and we summarise
the results in Figure 1, which illustrates the Hasse diagram of the partial order defined by contraction on the
set of isomorphism classes of graded conformal algebras.
In Section 4 we discuss the case of d = 2, which although superficially different from d > 2 actually results in
formally the same classification as d > 4. The complex for d = 2 is again different from the generic d due to the
existence of the so(2)-invariant symplectic structure on the vector representation. Thismanifests itself in a larger
endomorphism ring (namely, C as opposed to R) and it is therefore convenient to work with a complexified
Lie algebra, while ensuring that at every moment the deformations are real. In Section 4.1 we introduce the
complex Lie algebra whose deformation complex is described in Section 4.2. Infinitesimal deformations are
determined in Section 4.3 and the obstructions in Section 4.4. Finally, the isomorphism classes of Lie algebras
are determined in Section 4.5, with results which are no different from those of d > 4. This is in sharp contrast
with the case of kinematical Lie algebras [3], where the panorama in d = 2 was substantially richer than for
generic d.
In Section 5 we work out the central extensions of the graded conformal algebras. Again, the results depend
on d. In Section 5.1we classify the universal central extensions for the Lie algebras in Tables 6 and 10. The results
are contained in Table 17. In Section 5.2 we investigate whether any central extension admits an invariant inner
product. We find that one Lie algebra (GCA16), which exists only for d = 3, has a metric central extension. In
Section 5.3 we classify the universal central extensions for the d = 2 avatars of the Lie algebras in Table 6 and
summarise the results in Table 18. The metricity of these central extensions is investigated in Section 5.4, where
it is found that two d = 2 Lie algebras admit metric central extensions: GCA1 and GCA8.
In Section 6 we discuss a generalisation of the notion of graded conformal algebras, where we dispense with
the grading. It is questionable to consider them as conformal algebras at all, but they are introduce since they
are a large class of algebras with the right spectrum of generators, which encompass many of the other kinds of
algebras discussed in this paper. We will not solve the classification problem here, but for d > 4 we will write
down the most general deformation and the conditions for integrability, but will not solve them in general.
In Section 7 we discuss generalisations of the Lifshitz algebra (extended by boosts). To a first approximation,
these Lie algebras are essentially a graded kinematical Lie algebra extended by the grading element. We clas-
sify the consistent gradings of kinematical Lie algebras where so(d) is in degree zero, a result summarised in
Table 21.
In Section 8 we discuss generalisations of the Schro¨dinger algebra, which can be understood as a cent-
ral extension of a conformal algebra (which might be missing a vectorial generator). We define generalised
Schro¨dinger algebras as those containing an so(d) ⊕ sl(2,R) subalgebra, relative to which the vectorial gener-
ators transform according to V ⊗ E, where V is the vector representation of so(d) and E is a representation of
sl(2,R) of dimension 2 or 3. We classify them for d > 3 when dimE = 2 and for d > 4 when dimE = 3.
Finally, Section 9 we summarise the results and make some general comments.
2. Deformations for d > 4
Let d > 5 to beginwith. Wewill letW denote the real vector space spanned byV±a,V0a,S± and letW∗ denote
its dual, with canonical dual basis υ±a ,υ
0
a,σ
±. (Because of the existence of the so(d)-invariant δab we are free to
identify vector subscripts and superscripts, explaining why we write υ0a and not, say, υ
0a.) Recall that h ∼= co(d)
is the Lie subalgebra spanned by Jab and D.
2.1. The deformation complex. The differential complex for deformations of the static graded conformal al-
gebra is denoted (C•,∂). The cochains are those of the static conformal algebra g relative to h and with values
in the adjoint module g:
Cp := Cp(g, h; g) ∼= Hom(ΛpW, g)h ∼= (ΛpW∗ ⊗ g)
h
, (5)
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which is the space of h-equivariant skewsymmetric p-multilinear maps W × · · · ×W → g, and the differential
∂ : Cp → Cp+1 is defined on generators by
∂Jab = υ
+
aV+b − υ
+
bV+a + υ
−
aV−b − υ
−
bV−a + υ
0
aV0b − υ
0
bV0a
∂D = −υ+aV+a + υ
−
aV−b − σ
+S+ + σ
−S−,
(6)
and zero elsewhere, where we have omitted ⊗ in expressions such as σ+ ⊗ S+, et cetera. The cochains do not
have any legs on h becausewe do not wish to deform any of the brackets involving Jab orD. The h-equivariance
ensures that the Jacobi identity involving one generator in h is satisfied.
Deformation theory only requires only Cp for p = 1, 2, 3, of which the first two are
C1 = spanR(υ
+V+,υ
−V−,υ
0V0,σ
+S+,σ
−S−)
C2 = spanR(υ
+υ−J,υ+υ−D, 1
2
υ0υ0J,σ+σ−D,υ0υ+S+,υ
0υ−S−,σ
+υ−V0,σ
−υ+V0,σ
+υ0V+,σ
−υ0V−),
(7)
where we have introduced shorthand notations such as
υ+V+ := υ
+
a ⊗ V+a and υ
+υ−J := υ+a ∧ υ
−
b ⊗ Jab. (8)
2.2. Infinitesimal deformations. Infinitesimal deformations are classified by H2, which, since ∂ : C1 → C2 is
the zero map, is given by H2 = ker
(
∂ : C2 → C3
)
.
The differential ∂ : C2 → C3 has nonzero components
∂(σ+σ−D) = σ+σ−υ−V− − σ
+σ−υ+V+
∂(υ+υ−D) = −υ+υ−υ+V+ + υ
+υ−υ−V− − σ
+υ+υ−S+ + σ
−υ+υ−S−
∂(υ+υ−J) = υ+υ−υ+V+ − υ
+υ−υ−V− + υ
0υ+υ−V0 + υ
0υ−υ+V0
∂( 1
2
υ0υ0J) = −υ0υ+υ0V+ − υ
0υ−υ0V−,
(9)
where the abbreviated notation is such that υ+υ−υ+V+ := υ+a ∧ υ
−
a ∧ υ
+
b ⊗ V+b, et cetera. This implies that the
infinitesimal (i.e., first order) deformations are classified by
H2 = spanR(υ
0υ+S+,υ
0υ−S−,σ
+υ−V0,σ
−υ+V0,σ
+υ0V+,σ
−υ0V−). (10)
The most general infinitesimal deformation is therefore given by
µ1 = t
+
1 υ
0υ+S+ + t
−
1 υ
0υ−S− + t
+
2 σ
+υ−V0 + t
−
2 σ
−υ+V0 + t
+
3 σ
+υ0V+ + t
−
3 σ
−υ0V−, (11)
where we have introduced parameters t±1 , t
±
2 , t
±
3 ∈ R.
2.3. Obstructions. The obstructions to integrating the infinitesimal deformation µ1 are classes in H3, the first
of which is the class of 1
2
[[µ1,µ1]], where [[−,−]] : Cp × Cq → Cp+q−1 is the Nijenhuis–Richardson bracket [11],
which defines a graded Lie superalgebra structure on A• =
⊕
p>−1A
p, where Ap = Cp+1. If α⊗ X ∈ Cp+1 and
β⊗ Y ∈ Cq+1, then their Nijenhuis–Richardson bracket is given by a graded commutator
[[α⊗ X,β⊗ Y]] = (α⊗ X) • (β⊗ Y) − (−1)pq(β⊗ Y) • (α⊗ X), (12)
where the operation •, which is not associative, is given by
(α⊗ X) • (β⊗ Y) = α∧ ıXβ⊗ Y. (13)
Table 1 lists the • product • : C2 ×C2 → C3, from where we can read off the Nijenhuis–Richardson brackets.
The shorthand notation in that table is such that, for example,
υ0υ+υ−V0 := υ
0
a ∧ υ
+
a ∧ υ
−
b ⊗ V0b, (14)
et cetera.
Table 1. Some components of the Nijenhuis–Richardson product • : C2 × C2 → C3
• υ0υ+S+ υ
0υ−S− σ
+υ−V0 σ
−υ+V0 σ
+υ0V+ σ
−υ0V−
υ0υ+S+ υ
0υ+υ−V0 υ
0υ+υ0V+
υ0υ−S− υ
0υ−υ+V0 υ
0υ−υ0V−
σ+υ−V0 −σ
+υ+υ−S+ σ
+σ−υ−V−
σ−υ+V0 σ
−υ+υ−S− −σ
+σ−υ+V+
σ+υ0V+ σ
+σ−υ0V0
σ−υ0V− −σ
+σ−υ0V0
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Calculating 1
2
[[µ1,µ1]] = µ1 • µ1, we find
1
2
[[µ1,µ1]] = t
+
1 t
+
2 υ
0υ+υ−V0 + t
+
1 t
+
3 υ
0υ+υ0V+ + t
−
1 t
−
2 υ
0υ−υ+V0 + t
−
1 t
−
3 υ
0υ−υ0V− − t
+
1 t
+
2 σ
+υ+υ−S+
+ t−1 t
−
2 σ
−υ+υ−S− − t
−
2 t
+
3 σ
+σ−υ+V+ + t
+
2 t
−
3 σ
+σ−υ−V− + (t
−
2 t
+
3 − t
+
2 t
−
3 )σ
+σ−υ0V0. (15)
This has to be a coboundary, so equal to ∂µ2, where
µ2 = u1σ
+σ−D+ u2υ
+υ−D+ u3υ
+υ−J+ 1
2
u4υ
0υ0J, (16)
for some u1,u2,u3,u4 ∈ R. From equation (9), we see that
∂µ2 = u3υ
0υ+υ−V0 − u4υ
0υ+υ0V+ + u3υ
0υ−υ+V0 − u4υ
0υ−υ0V− − u2σ
+υ+υ−S+ + u2σ
−υ+υ−S−
− u1σ
+σ−υ+V+ + u1σ
+σ−υ−V− + (u2 − u3)(−υ
+υ−υ+V+ + υ
+υ−υ−V−) (17)
The first obstruction equation ∂µ2 =
1
2
[[µ1,µ1]] has a solution provided that the following equations are
satisfied:
u1 = t
+
2 t
−
3
u2 = u3 = t
+
1 t
+
2
u4 = −t
+
1 t
+
3
and
t+1 t
+
2 = t
−
1 t
−
2
t+1 t
+
3 = t
−
1 t
−
3
t+2 t
−
3 = t
−
2 t
+
3 ,
(18)
in which case the infinitesimal deformation µ1 integrates to second order with quadratic terms
µ2 = t
+
2 t
−
3 σ
+σ−D+ t+1 t
+
2 (υ
+υ−D+ υ+υ−J) − 1
2
t+1 t
+
3 υ
0υ0J. (19)
Table 2. More components of the Nijenhuis–Richardson product • : C2 × C2 → C3
• σ+σ−D υ+υ−D υ+υ−J 1
2
υ0υ0J
υ0υ+S+ σ
−υ0υ+D
υ0υ−S− −σ
+υ0υ−D
σ+υ−V0 σ
+υ0υ−J
σ−υ+V0 σ
−υ0υ+J
σ+υ0V+ σ
+υ0υ−D σ+υ0υ−J
σ−υ0V− −σ
−υ0υ+D σ−υ0υ+J
To probe integrability to third order, we must solve ∂µ3 = [[µ1,µ2]] for some µ3. Since there are no cochains
with legs on D or Jab in our complex, µ2 • µ1 = 0 and hence [[µ1,µ2]] = µ1 • µ2, which can be calculated making
use of Table 2. Using equation (18), one finds that µ1 • µ2 = 0, so we can take µ3 = 0. We then notice that
[[µ2,µ2]] = 0 identically, so that µ4 = 0 and hence all higher deformations vanish.
In summary, the most general integrable deformation is given by
µ = t+1 υ
0υ+S+ + t
−
1 υ
0υ−S− + t
+
2 σ
+υ−V0 + t
−
2 σ
−υ+V0 + t
+
3 σ
+υ0V+ + t
−
3 σ
−υ0V−
+ t+2 t
−
3 σ
+σ−D+ t+1 t
+
2 (υ
+υ−D+ υ+υ−J) − 1
2
t+1 t
+
3 υ
0υ0J, (20)
subject to the following quadratic equations:
t+1 t
+
2 = t
−
1 t
−
2 , t
+
1 t
+
3 = t
−
1 t
−
3 and t
+
2 t
−
3 = t
−
2 t
+
3 . (21)
These equations are easy to interpret: they simply state that (t−1 , t
+
1 ), (t
+
2 , t
−
2 ) and (t
+
3 , t
−
3 ) are collinear vectors
in R2. In other words, there exists a nonzero vector (x,y) ∈ R2 and reals α1,α2,α3 so that
(t−1 , t
+
1 ) = α1(x,y), (t
+
2 , t
−
2 ) = α2(x,y) and (t
+
3 , t
−
3 ) = α3(x,y). (22)
Then the deformation becomes
µ = α1yυ
0υ+S+ + α1xυ
0υ−S− + α2xσ
+υ−V0 + α2yσ
−υ+V0 + α3xσ
+υ0V+ + α3yσ
−υ0V−
+ α2α3xyσ
+σ−D+ α1α2xy(υ
+υ−D+ υ+υ−J) − 1
2
α1α3xyυ
0υ0J. (23)
This results in the following Lie brackets in addition to those in (3):
[S+,V0a] = α3xV+a
[S−,V0a] = α3yV−a
[S+,V−a] = α2xV0a
[S−,V+a] = α2yV0a
[S+,S−] = α2α3xyD
and
[V0a,V0b] = −α1α3xyJab
[V0a,V+b] = α1yδabS+
[V0a,V−b] = α1xδabS−
[V+a,V−b] = α1α2xy(Jab + δabD).
(24)
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2.4. Isomorphism classes of deformations. Clearly the parameters in equation (24) are not effective. To bring
these brackets to normal form, we need to identify Lie algebraswhich are related by automorphisms of the static
graded conformal algebra, which is the “gauge” symmetry of the deformation complex. We will not need to
determine the full automorphism group, but it will suffice to consider automorphisms of two types. One is a
Z2 subgroup which acts by
J 7→ J, D 7→ −D, S± 7→ S∓, V± 7→ V∓ and V0 7→ V0. (25)
Its effect on the Lie brackets in (24) is to exchange x and y. The second type of automorphism acts by rescaling
some of the generators:
J 7→ J, D 7→ D, S± 7→ α±S±, V± 7→ β±V± and V0 7→ γV0, (26)
for some α±,β±,γ ∈ R×.
There are three cases to consider: x = 0, y = 0 and xy 6= 0. The first two are actually related by the auto-
morphism (25), so this leaves two cases to consider: y = 0 (and hence x 6= 0) and xy 6= 0.
2.4.1. Branch y = 0 (and hence x 6= 0). In this case the nonzero brackets in addition to those in (3) are
[S+,V0a] = α3xV+a
[S+,V−a] = α2xV0a
[V0a,V−b] = α1xδabS−.
(27)
Via automorphism of the type (26), we can bring any nonzero αix to 1. Therefore we have eight isomorphism
classes of graded conformal algebras: the static graded conformal algebra and seven nontrivial deformations,
depending on the whether or not each of α1,2,3 vanishes. The isomorphism classes of such Lie algebras are
tabulated in Table 3.
Table 3. Isomorphism classes of graded conformal algebras (y = 0)
α1 α2 α3 Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to (3)
0 0 0
1 0 0 [V0,V−] = S−
0 1 0 [S+,V−] = V0
0 0 1 [S+,V0] = V+
1 1 0 [V0,V−] = S− [S+,V−] = V0
1 0 1 [V0,V−] = S− [S+,V0] = V+
0 1 1 [S+,V−] = V0 [S+,V0] = V+
1 1 1 [V0,V−] = S− [S+,V−] = V0 [S+,V0] = V+
2.4.2. Branch xy 6= 0. We can now use automorphisms of the type (26) in order to rescale the generators and
bring the structure constants to a normal form. Under the automorphism (26), we find
α1x 7→
α−
γβ−
α1x
α2x 7→
γ
α+β−
α2x
α3x 7→
β+
γα+
α3x
and
α1y 7→
α+
γβ+
α1y
α2y 7→
γ
α−β+
α2y
α3y 7→
β−
γα−
α3y.
(28)
Table 4 shows to what normal formwe can bring αix and αiy depending onwhether or not each αi vanishes.
The notation is such that ε is the sign of α1α3xy, which is an invariant: indeed, under the above rescalings
α1α3xy 7→ γ
−2α1α3xy, so the sign cannot change..
The resulting isomorphism classes of Lie algebras are tabulated in Table 5, where we recognise the Lie al-
gebras (4).
2.5. Deformations for d = 4. If d = 4 all that happens is that so(4) is not simple and hence we can decompose
the rotation generators Jab into its (anti) self-dual parts J
±
ab. (The sign has nothing to do with the D-weight,
despite the notation.) Following the above calculation now in d = 4 we see that the infinitesimal deformations
do not change, so that µ1 is formally as in d > 5 and hence so is
1
2
[[µ1,µ1]]. The cochain µ2 changes in principle,
since now
µ2 = u1σ
+σ−D+ u2υ
+υ−D+ u+3 υ
+υ−J+ + u−3 υ
+υ−J− + u+4
1
2
υ0υ0J+ + u−4
1
2
υ0υ0J−. (29)
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Table 4. Normal forms for structure constants
α1 α2 α3 α1x α1y α2x α2y α3x α3y
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 ε ε 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 ε ε 1 1 1 1
Table 5. Isomorphism classes of graded conformal algebras (xy 6= 0)
α1 α2 α3 Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to (3)
0 0 0
1 0 0 [V0,V±] = S±
0 1 0 [S±,V∓] = V0
0 0 1 [S±,V0] = V±
1 1 0 [S±,V∓] = V0 [V0,V±] = S± [V+,V−] = (J+D)
1 0 1 [S±,V0] = V± [V0,V0] = −εJ [V0,V±] = εS±
0 1 1 [S+,S−] = D [S±,V∓] = V0 [S±,V0] = V±
1 1 1 [S+,S−] = D [S±,V∓] = V0 [S±,V0] = V± [V0,V0] = −εJ [V0,V±] = εS± [V+,V−] = ε(J+D)
However, in order to cancel 1
2
[[µ1,µ1]] we must take u
+
3 = u
−
3 = u3 and u
+
4 = u
−
4 = u4, where u3,u4 are as in
the d > 5 calculation, and thus µ2 is formally equal to the one for d > 5. The rest of the calculation is formally
identical to the d > 5 case, with identical results.
2.6. Summary. We can now summarise our results and list the isomorphism classes of graded conformal al-
gebras with d > 4. These are displayed in Table 6. The first column is our label in this paper and should not be
taken too seriously. The Lie algebra GCA(ε)15 is isomorphic to so(d+1, 2) if ε = −1 and to so(d+2, 1) if ε = 1.
Table 6. Isomorphism classes of graded conformal algebras (d > 4)
Label Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to (3)
GCA1
GCA2 [V0,V−] = S−
GCA3 [S+,V−] = V0
GCA4 [S+,V0] = V+
GCA5 [S+,V−] = V0 [V0,V−] = S−
GCA6 [S+,V0] = V+ [V0,V−] = S−
GCA7 [S+,V−] = V0 [S+,V0] = V+
GCA8 [S+,V−] = V0 [S+,V0] = V+ [V0,V−] = S−
GCA9 [V0,V±] = S±
GCA10 [S±,V∓] = V0
GCA11 [S±,V0] = V±
GCA12 [S±,V∓] = V0 [V0,V±] = S± [V+,V−] = J+D
GCA
(ε=±1)
13 [S±,V0] = V± [V0,V0] = −εJ [V0,V±] = εS±
GCA14 [S+,S−] = D [S±,V∓] = V0 [S±,V0] = V±
GCA
(ε=±1)
15 [S+,S−] = D [S±,V∓] = V0 [S±,V0] = V± [V0,V0] = −εJ [V0,V±] = εS± [V+,V−] = ε(J+D)
2.7. Invariant inner products. Let us now consider whether any of the Lie algebras in Table 6 admit an invari-
ant inner product; that is, a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form 〈−,−〉 which is “associative” in the sense
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that
〈[X,Y],Z〉 = 〈X, [Y,Z]〉 (30)
for all X,Y,Z in the Lie algebra. As we will now see, with the exception of the simple Lie algebras GCA(ε)15 , none
of the other Lie algebras in Table 6 admit an invariant inner product.
Indeed, invariance underD and J already says that for a graded conformal algebra the only possible nonzero
components of such an inner product are
〈S+,S−〉 , 〈V+,V−〉 , 〈V0,V0〉 , 〈D,D〉 and 〈J, J〉 . (31)
Concentrating on the first component and using (30), we find
〈S+,S−〉 = 〈[D,S+],S−〉 = 〈D, [S+,S−]〉 , (32)
so that unless a D appears in [S+,S−], the inner product 〈S+,S−〉 is zero and hence it is degenerate. Similarly,
〈V+,V−〉 = 〈[D,V+],V−〉 = 〈D, [V+,V−]〉 , (33)
so that again the inner product is degenerate unless D appears in [V+,V−]. Inspecting Table 6 we see that only
GCA
(ε)
15 satisfies these conditions. Since these Lie algebras are simple, the Killing form is non-degenerate and
hence they are the only metric Lie algebras in Table 6.
2.8. Contractions. It is clear from the expression (24) that every graded conformal algebra in d > 4 can be
obtained as a contraction of GCA(ε)15 . Indeed, let t ∈ (0, 1] and consider the following invertible linear transform-
ation on the underlying vector space of the Lie algebra:
ϕtJ = J, ϕtD = D, ϕtS± = t
a±S±, ϕtV± = t
b±V± and ϕtV0 = t
cV0 , (34)
for some real numbers a±,b±, c. We define new Lie brackets (which are isomorphic for all t ∈ (0, 1])
[X,Y]t = ϕ
−1
t [ϕtX,ϕtY]. (35)
If the limit t→ 0 of [−,−]t exists, then it defines a Lie algebra which is typically not isomorphic to the original
Lie algebra at t = 1. The Lie algebra defined by [−,−]0 is a contraction of the Lie algebra defined by [−,−]1.
If we start at t = 1 with GCA(ε)15 , then by choosing the weights a±,b±, c judiciously we can arrive at all the
other graded conformal algebras GCA1 to GCA14. Table 7 gives (non-unique) values for these weights for each
of the non-simple graded conformal algebras. Of course, contracting with zero weights does not change the
isomorphism class of the Lie algebra.
Table 7. Weights for contractions of simple conformal algebras
Contraction a+ a− b+ b− c
GCA15 → GCA1 1 1 1 1 1
GCA15 → GCA2 1 2 1 1 1
GCA15 → GCA3 3 2 2 0 3
GCA15 → GCA4 1 1 2 1 1
GCA15 → GCA5 1 1 1 0 1
GCA15 → GCA6 1 2 2 1 1
GCA15 → GCA7 1 1 3 1 2
Contraction a+ a− b+ b− c
GCA15 → GCA8 1 1 2 0 1
GCA15 → GCA9 2 1 1 0 1
GCA15 → GCA10 1 0 1 0 1
GCA15 → GCA11 1 0 2 1 1
GCA15 → GCA12 1 1 0 0 1
GCA15 → GCA13 1 0 1 0 0
GCA15 → GCA14 0 0 1 1 1
Contractions define a partial order in the set of isomorphism classes of conformal Lie algebras and, as any
partial order, they have an associated Hasse diagram. This diagram appears in Figure 1, which also takes into
account the graded conformal algebras for d = 3 and d = 2. The red vertices depict the algebras unique to d = 3.
Deleting these vertices and any edges from it, one recovers the Hasse diagram for graded conformal algebras
in d > 4 and, as we shall see below, also for d = 2.
3. Deformations for d = 3
We now extend the above classification to d = 3.
3.1. The deformation complex. The existence of the Levi-Civita symbol ǫabc now embiggens the deformation
complex. There are now additional cochains in C1 and C2:
C1 = C1d>4 ⊕ spanR(
1
2
υ0J)
C2 = C2d>4 ⊕ spanR(υ
+υ−V0,υ
0υ+V+,υ
0υ−V−,
1
2
υ0υ0V0,
1
2
σ+υ−J, 1
2
σ−υ+J),
(36)
where C1,2d>4 are given by equation (7) and where we continue using a shorthand notation where, for example,
υ0J := ǫabcυ
0
a ⊗ Jbc, υ
+υ−V0 := ǫabcυ
+
a ∧ υ
−
b ⊗ V0c, (37)
et cetera.
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3.2. Infinitesimal deformations. The differential on generators is unchanged, but now ∂ : C1 → C2 is no longer
the zero map, since
∂( 1
2
υ0J) = −υ0υ+V+ − υ
0υ−V− − υ
0υ0V0, (38)
whose right-hand side spans the space B2 of 2-coboundaries. The 2-cocycles are now
Z2 = spanR(υ
0υ+S+,υ
0υ−S−,σ
+υ−V0,σ
−υ+V0,σ
+υ0V+,σ
−υ0V−,υ
+υ−V0,υ
0υ+V+,υ
0υ−V−,
1
2
υ0υ0V0). (39)
We may use the freedom to modify cocycles by coboundaries in order to “normalise” the cocycles and in this
way choose a unique cocycle representative for each cohomology class. A convenient normalisation condition
is to demand that the coefficient of 1
2
υ0υ0V0 should be zero. This can always be achieved by adding a suitable
multiple of ∂( 1
2
υ0J). It is clear that every cohomology class has a unique normalised cocycle and hence, in
summary,
H2 ∼= spanR(υ
0υ+S+,υ
0υ−S−,σ
+υ−V0,σ
−υ+V0,σ
+υ0V+,σ
−υ0V−,υ
+υ−V0,υ
0υ+V+,υ
0υ−V−). (40)
The most general infinitesimal deformation is then given by
µ1 = t
+
1 υ
0υ+S+ + t
−
1 υ
0υ−S− + t
+
2 σ
+υ−V0 + t
−
2 σ
−υ+V0 + t
+
3 σ
+υ0V+ + t
−
3 σ
−υ0V−
+ t4υ
+υ−V0 + t
+
5 υ
0υ+V+ + t
−
5 υ
0υ−V−, (41)
for some real parameters t±1 , t
±
2 , t
±
3 , t4, t
±
5 .
3.3. Obstructions. The first obstruction to integrating µ1 is given by
1
2
[[µ1,µ1]]. We can reuse some of the cal-
culations in Section 2.3 and embed Table 1 into Table 8.
Table 8. Some components of • : C2 × C2 → C3
• υ0υ+S+ υ
0υ−S− σ
+υ−V0 σ
−υ+V0 σ
+υ0V+ σ
−υ0V− υ
+υ−V0 υ
0υ+V+ υ
0υ−V−
υ0υ+S+ υ
0υ+υ−V0 υ
0υ+υ0V+
υ0υ−S− υ
0υ−υ+V0 υ
0υ−υ0V−
σ+υ−V0 −σ
+υ+υ−S+ σ
+σ−υ−V− σ
+υ+υ−V+ σ
+υ−υ−V−
σ−υ+V0 σ
−υ+υ−S− −σ
+σ−υ+V+ σ
−υ+υ+V+ σ
−υ+υ−V−
σ+υ0V+ σ
+σ−υ0V0 σ
+υ0υ−V0 σ
+υ0υ0V+
σ−υ0V− −σ
+σ−υ0V0 σ
−υ0υ+V0 σ
−υ0υ0V−
υ+υ−V0 υ
+υ+υ−S+ υ
+υ−υ−S− −σ
+υ+υ−V+ −σ
−υ+υ−V− υ
+υ−υ+V+ −υ
+υ−υ−V−
υ0υ+V+ −υ
0υ0υ+S+ −σ
−υ0υ+V0
υ+υ−υ0V0
−υ0υ−υ+V0 υ
0υ+υ0V+
υ0υ−V− −υ
0υ0υ−S− −σ
+υ0υ−V0
υ+υ−υ0V0
−υ0υ+υ−V0 υ
0υ−υ0V−
We find that 1
2
[[µ1,µ1]] = µ1 • µ1 is given by
1
2
[[µ1,µ1]] = (t
+
1 t
+
2 − t4t
−
5 )υ
0υ+υ−V0 + (t
+
1 t
+
3 + (t
+
5 )
2)υ0υ+υ0V+ + (t
−
1 t
−
2 − t4t
+
5 )υ
0υ−υ+V0
+ (t−1 t
−
3 + (t
−
5 )
2)υ0υ−υ0V− − t
+
1 t
+
2 σ
+υ+υ−S+ + t
−
1 t
−
2 σ
−υ+υ−S− − t
−
2 t
+
3 σ
+σ−υ+V+
+ t+2 t
−
3 σ
+σ−υ−V− + (t
−
2 t
+
3 − t
+
2 t
−
3 )σ
+σ−υ0V0 + t4(t
+
5 + t
−
5 )υ
+υ−υ0V0 + t4t
+
5 υ
+υ−υ+V+
− t4t
−
5 υ
+υ−υ−V− + t
+
1 t4υ
+υ+υ−S+ + t
−
1 t4υ
+υ−υ−S− − t
+
1 t
+
5 υ
0υ0υ+S+ − t
−
1 t
−
5 υ
0υ0υ−S−
+ (t+3 t4 − t
+
2 t
−
5 )σ
+υ0υ−V0 + t
+
3 t
+
5 σ
+υ0υ0V+ + t
+
2 t
−
5 σ
+υ−υ−V− + (t
+
2 t
+
5 − t
+
3 t4)σ
+υ+υ−V+
+ (t−3 t4 − t
−
2 t
+
5 )σ
−υ0υ+V0 + t
−
3 t
−
5 σ
−υ0υ0V− + t
−
2 t
+
5 σ
−υ+υ+V+ + (t
−
2 t
−
5 − t
−
3 t4)σ
−υ+υ−V−, (42)
which has to equal ∂µ2 with
µ2 = u1σ
+σ−D+ u2υ
+υ−D+ u3υ
+υ−J+ 1
2
u4υ
0υ0J+ 1
2
u+5 σ
+υ−J+ 1
2
u−5 σ
−υ+J. (43)
We calculate
∂µ2 = u3υ
0υ+υ−V0 − u4υ
0υ+υ0V+ + u3υ
0υ−υ+V0 − u4υ
0υ−υ0V− − u2σ
+υ+υ−S+ + u2σ
−υ+υ−S−
− u1σ
+σ−υ+V+ + u1σ
+σ−υ−V− + (u2 − u3)(−υ
+υ−υ+V+ + υ
+υ−υ−V−)
+ u+5 (σ
+υ+υ−V+ + σ
+υ−υ−V− + σ
+υ0υ−V0) + u
−
5 (σ
−υ+υ+V+ + σ
−υ+υ−V− + σ
−υ0υ+V0). (44)
The equation ∂µ2 =
1
2
[[µ1,µ1]] is equivalent to the following conditions:
u1 = t
+
2 t
−
3 = t
−
2 t
+
3
u2 = u3 = t
+
1 t
+
2 = t
−
1 t
−
2
u4 = −t
+
1 t
+
3 − (t
+
5 )
2 = −t−1 t
−
3 − (t
−
5 )
2
u±5 = t
±
2 t
∓
5 = t
±
2 t
±
5 − t
±
3 t4 = t
±
3 t4 − t
±
2 t
∓
5
and
t±1 t4 = 0
t±1 t
±
5 = 0
t±3 t
±
5 = 0
t4t
±
5 = 0,
(45)
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after a little simplification.
Table 9. More components of • : C2 × C2 → C3
• σ+σ−D υ+υ−D υ+υ−J 1
2
υ0υ0J 1
2
σ+υ−J 1
2
σ−υ+J
υ0υ+S+ σ
−υ0υ+D 1
2
υ0υ+υ−J
υ0υ−S− −σ
+υ0υ−D 1
2
υ0υ−υ+J
σ+υ−V0 σ
+υ0υ−J
σ−υ+V0 σ
−υ0υ+J
σ+υ0V+ σ
+υ0υ−D σ+υ0υ−J 1
2
σ+σ−υ0J
σ−υ0V− −σ
−υ0υ+D σ−υ0υ+J − 1
2
σ+σ−υ0J
υ+υ−V0
1
2
υ0υ+υ−J
+ 1
2
υ0υ−υ+J
υ0υ+V+ υ
0υ+υ−D
− 1
2
υ0υ−υ+J
− 1
2
υ+υ−υ0J −σ−υ0υ+J
υ0υ−V− −υ
0υ+υ−D
1
2
υ+υ−υ0J
− 1
2
υ0υ+υ−J −σ+υ0υ−J
To determine the obstruction to integrability to third order we need to calculate [[µ1,µ2]], for whichwe extend
Table 2 to the larger Table 9 which includes the new cochains. In arriving at some of the new entries we have
used the identity
Jab =
1
2
ǫabcǫcdeJde. (46)
As before, [[µ1,µ2]] = µ1 • µ2, since µ2 • µ1 = 0. We calculate
[[µ1,µ2]] = (t
+
1 u1 − t
−
3 u2)σ
−υ0υ+D+ (t+3 u2 − t
−
1 u1)σ
+υ0υ−D+ (t+5 − t
−
5 )u2υ
0υ+υ−D
+ (t+2 u4 + t
+
3 u3 − t
−
5 u
+
5 )σ
+υ0υ−J+ (t−2 u4 + t
−
3 u3 − t
+
5 u
−
5 )σ
−υ0υ+J
+ 1
2
(t4u4 − t
−
5 u3 + t
+
1 u
+
5 )υ
0υ+υ−J+ 1
2
(t4u4 − t
+
5 u3 + t
−
1 u
−
5 )υ
0υ−υ+J
+ 1
2
(t−5 − t
+
5 )u3υ
+υ−υ0J + 1
2
(t+3 u
−
5 − t
−
3 u
+
5 )σ
+σ−υ0J, (47)
which, after using conditions (45), reduces to
[[µ1,µ2]] = −t
+
2
(
(t+5 )
2 + (t−5 )
2
)
σ+υ0υ−J− t−2
(
(t+5 )
2 + (t−5 )
2
)
σ−υ0υ+J. (48)
This cannot be cancelled with ∂µ3 unless it actually vanishes, which implies the extra conditions
t±2
(
(t+5 )
2 + (t−5 )
2
)
= 0. (49)
This being the case, the obstruction is overcome with µ3 = 0 and since [[µ2,µ2]] is identically zero, also all higher
µi vanish. In summary, the most general integrable deformation is given by
µ = t+1 υ
0υ+S+ + t
−
1 υ
0υ−S− + t
+
2 σ
+υ−V0 + t
−
2 σ
−υ+V0 + t
+
3 σ
+υ0V+ + t
−
3 σ
−υ0V− + t4υ
+υ−V0
+ t+5 υ
0υ+V+ + t
−
5 υ
0υ−V− + t
+
2 t
−
3 σ
+σ−D+ t+1 t
+
2 (υ
+υ−D+ υ+υ−J)
− 1
2
(
t+1 t
+
3 + (t
+
5 )
2
)
υ0υ0J+ 1
2
t+2 t
−
5 σ
+υ−J+ 1
2
t−2 t
+
5 σ
−υ+J, (50)
subject to the conditions
t+2 t
−
3 = t
−
2 t
+
3
t+1 t
+
2 = t
−
1 t
−
2
t+1 t
+
3 − t
−
1 t
−
3 = (t
−
5 − t
+
5 )(t
−
5 + t
+
5 )
t±2
(
(t+5 )
2 + (t−5 )
2
)
= 0
t±3 t4 = 2t
±
2 t
∓
5
t±2 t
±
5 = 3t
±
2 t
∓
5
t±1 t4 = 0
t±1 t
±
5 = 0
t±3 t
±
5 = 0
t4t
±
5 = 0.
(51)
It follows from these conditions that
t±2 t
±
5 = 0, t
±
2 t
∓
5 = 0 and t
±
3 t4 = 0, (52)
and hence that u±5 = 0. We may therefore summarise again the discussion by saying that the most general
integrable deformation is
µ = t+1 υ
0υ+S+ + t
−
1 υ
0υ−S− + t
+
2 σ
+υ−V0 + t
−
2 σ
−υ+V0 + t
+
3 σ
+υ0V+ + t
−
3 σ
−υ0V− + t4υ
+υ−V0
+ t+5 υ
0υ+V+ + t
−
5 υ
0υ−V− + t
+
2 t
−
3 σ
+σ−D+ t+1 t
+
2 (υ
+υ−D+ υ+υ−J) − 1
2
(
t+1 t
+
3 + (t
+
5 )
2
)
υ0υ0J, (53)
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subject to the conditions
t+2 t
−
3 = t
−
2 t
+
3
t+1 t
+
2 = t
−
1 t
−
2
t+1 t
+
3 − t
−
1 t
−
3 = (t
−
5 − t
+
5 )(t
−
5 + t
+
5 )
t±1 t
±
5 = 0
t±2 t
±
5 = t
∓
2 t
±
5 = 0
t±3 t
±
5 = 0
t4t
±
1 = 0
t4t
±
3 = 0
t4t
±
5 = 0.
(54)
The case t4 = t
±
5 = 0 was already treated in Section 2.3 and proceeding in the same manner we arrive at the
d = 3 version of Table 6. Hence those Lie algebras exist for all d > 3. It remains to classify graded conformal
algebras which are unique to d = 3 and to this end we will assume from now on that at least one of t4, t
+
5 and
t−5 is different from zero.
The last equation (t4t
±
5 = 0) in (54) implies that if t4 6= 0 then t
±
5 = 0 and, viceversa, if at least one of t
±
5 is
different from zero, then t4 = 0. This breaks up the problem into several branches:
(1) t4 6= 0;
(2) t±5 6= 0;
(3) t+5 6= 0 and t
−
5 = 0; and
(4) t−5 6= 0 and t
+
5 = 0.
Since the last two branches are related by the automorphism (25), it is enough to consider one of them.
3.3.1. The branch t4 6= 0. In this case t
±
1 = t
±
3 = t
±
5 = 0 and the deformation is
µ = t+2 σ
+υ−V0 + t
−
2 σ
−υ+V0 + t4υ
+υ−V0, (55)
with Lie brackets
[S+,V−a] = t
+
2 V0a, [S−,V+a] = t
−
2 V0a and [V+a,V−b] = t4ǫabcV0c, (56)
for any t±2 and t4 6= 0. We can redefine V0 and, without loss of generality, assume that t4 = 1. If nonzero,
the other two parameters t±2 can also be set to 1 by redefining S±, respectively. The cases (t
+
2 , t
−
2 ) = (1, 0) and
(t+2 , t
−
2 ) = (0, 1) are related by the automorphism (25), so they give isomorphic Lie algebras. In summary, we
have three isomorphism classes of graded conformal algebras in this branch, which are listed in Table 10.
Table 10. Isomorphism classes of graded conformal algebras (d = 3, t4 6= 0)
t+2 t
−
2 Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to (3)
0 0 [V+,V−] = V0
1 0 [S+,V−] = V0 [V+,V−] = V0
1 1 [S+,V−] = V0 [S−,V+] = V0 [V+,V−] = V0
3.3.2. The branch t4 = 0 and t
+
5 t
−
5 6= 0. In this case, t
±
1 = t
±
2 = t
±
3 = t4 = 0 and also (t
+
5 )
2 = (t−5 )
2 6= 0. The
deformation becomes
µ = t+5 υ
0υ+V+ + t
−
5 υ
0υ−V− −
1
2
(t+5 )
2υ0υ0J. (57)
If t+5 = t
−
5 , then we can rescale V0 to arrive at
µ = υ0υ+V+ + υ
0υ−V− −
1
2
υ0υ0J, (58)
whereas if t−5 = −t
+
5 , then under the same rescaling,
µ = υ0υ+V+ − υ
0υ−V− −
1
2
υ0υ0J. (59)
In summary, we have two isomorphism classes of Lie algebras
[V0a,V+b] = ǫabcV+c, [V0a,V−b] = εǫabcV−c and [V0a,V0b] = −Jab, (60)
where ε = ±1.
3.3.3. The branch t4 = 0 and t
−
5 = 0. In this case t
+
5 6= 0 and hence t
+
1 = t
±
2 = t
+
3 = 0. The remaining integrability
condition is
t−1 t
−
3 = (t
+
5 )
2. (61)
Therefore the deformation becomes
µ = t−1 υ
0υ−S− + t
−
3 σ
−υ0V− + t
+
5 υ
0υ+V+ −
1
2
t−1 t
−
3 υ
0υ0J, (62)
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where t−1 t
−
3 = (t
+
5 )
2 6= 0. The Lie brackets are
[V0a,V−b] = t
−
1 δabS−
[S−,V0a] = t
−
3 V−a
[V0a,V+b] = t
+
5 ǫabcV+c
[V0a,V0b] = −t
−
1 t
−
3 Jab.
(63)
We can rescale generators V0 7→
1
t+
5
V0, S− 7→
t−
1
t+
5
S− and arrive at
[V0a,V−b] = δabS−
[S−,V0a] = V−a
[V0a,V+b] = ǫabcV+c
[V0a,V0b] = −Jab.
(64)
3.4. Isomorphism classes of deformations. We summarise the isomorphism classes of graded conformal al-
gebras which are unique to d = 3: they all involve the ǫabc symbol in the Lie brackets. They are listed in
Table 11, where the first column is the label used in this paper and which continues from Table 6.
Table 11. Isomorphism classes of graded conformal algebras unique to d = 3
Label Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to (3)
GCA16 [V+,V−] = V0
GCA17 [S+,V−] = V0 [V+,V−] = V0
GCA18 [S±,V∓] = V0 [V+,V−] = V0
GCA19 [S−,V0] = V− [V0,V+] = V+ [V0,V−] = S− [V0,V0] = −J
GCA
(ε=±1)
20 [V0,V+] = V+ [V0,V−] = εV− [V0,V0] = −J
It is not hard to see that none of these Lie algebras admit an invariant inner product. Although now for d = 3
invariance under J and D allows for a component 〈V0, J〉 in addition to those in equation (31), the argument in
Section 2.7 still holds and non-degeneracy requires D appearing in [S+,S−] and [V+,V−], which is not the case
for any of the Lie algebras in Table 11.
3.5. Contractions. No Lie algebra in Table 6 can contract to a Lie algebra in Table 11 because all Lie algebras
in this latter table contain the Levi-Civita symbol ǫabc in at least one bracket, whereas no Lie algebra in the
former table does. Any new contraction must therefore be from some Lie algebras in Table 11 to a Lie algebra
in either table. All Lie algebras in Table 11 contract to the static graded conformal algebra GCA1. One can work
out the contractions relating the different algebras and display the result as a directed graph, as in Figure 1.
Contractions can be composed, so the actual graph of contractions is the transitive closure of the graph in the
figure. In Table 12 we give the values of the weights a±,b±, c of S±, V± and V0 which are responsible for the
different contractions, in the language of the discussion in Section 2.8. In the right-most part of the table, the
contractions below the horizontal line involve graded conformal algebras unique to d = 3.
Table 12. Weights for contractions between graded conformal algebras
Contraction a+ a− b+ b− c
GCA15 → GCA14 0 0 1 1 1
GCA15 → GCA13 1 0 1 0 0
GCA15 → GCA12 1 1 0 0 1
GCA15 → GCA8 1 1 2 0 1
GCA14 → GCA11 1 1 1 1 0
GCA14 → GCA10 1 1 0 0 1
GCA13 → GCA11 0 0 1 1 1
GCA13 → GCA9 1 1 0 0 1
GCA12 → GCA10 0 0 1 1 1
GCA12 → GCA9 1 1 1 1 0
GCA11 → GCA4 0 1 0 0 0
Contraction a+ a− b+ b− c
GCA10 → GCA3 0 1 0 0 0
GCA9 → GCA2 0 0 1 0 0
GCA8 → GCA7 1 0 2 0 1
GCA8 → GCA6 0 1 0 1 0
GCA8 → GCA5 0 2 0 1 1
GCA7 → GCA4 0 0 0 1 0
GCA7 → GCA3 1 0 0 0 1
GCA6 → GCA4 0 0 1 0 1
GCA6 → GCA2 0 1 0 0 1
GCA5 → GCA3 1 0 0 0 1
GCA5 → GCA2 0 1 0 1 0
Contraction a+ a− b+ b− c
GCA4 → GCA1 1 0 0 0 0
GCA3 → GCA1 1 0 0 0 0
GCA2 → GCA1 0 0 0 0 1
GCA20 → GCA1 0 0 0 0 1
GCA19 → GCA4 0 0 0 1 1
GCA19 → GCA2 0 1 0 0 1
GCA18 → GCA17 0 1 0 0 0
GCA18 → GCA10 0 0 1 1 1
GCA17 → GCA16 1 0 0 0 0
GCA17 → GCA3 0 0 1 0 0
GCA16 → GCA1 0 0 1 0 0
The simple conformal algebras so(d+1, 2) and so(d+2, 1) in dimension d+1 are isomorphic to the Lie algebra
of isometries of the de Sitter spacetimes in dimension d+2. In other words, they are kinematical Lie algebras
with (d+1)-dimensional space isotropy. The kinematical contractions of these algebras are contained among the
kinematical Lie algebras in [2] (since d+1 > 4 for d > 3). It is therefore a natural question to ask whether any of
the other Lie algebras in Table 6 can be interpreted as a kinematical Lie algebra in d+ 1, although perhaps with
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GCA15
GCA14GCA13 GCA12
GCA11
GCA10GCA9
GCA8
GCA7GCA6
GCA5
GCA4 GCA3GCA2
GCA1
GCA16
GCA17
GCA18
GCA19
GCA20
Figure 1. Contractions between graded conformal algebras: red dots are unique to d = 3.
so(d, 1) isotropy as opposed to so(d+1). Let µ = (a, ♮), where a = 1, . . . ,d, and let Jµν, Bµ, Pµ and H generate a
kinematical Lie algebra. This means that, in particular, the following brackets exist:
[Jµν, Jρσ] = ηνρJµσ − ηµρJνσ − ηνσJµρ + ηµσJνρ
[Jµν,Bρ] = ηνρBµ − ηµρBν
[Jµν,Pρ] = ηνρPµ − ηµρPν,
(65)
where ηab = δab and η♮♮ = ±1. Breaking the symmetry down to so(d), we find that
(1) Jab generate an so(d) subalgebra,
(2) Ja♮, Ba and Pa are vectors,
(3) B♮, P♮ and H are scalars,
(4) and we have the following additional Lie brackets:
[Ja♮, Jb♮] = −η♮♮Jab
[Ja♮,Bb] = −δabB♮
[Ja♮,B♮] = η♮♮Ba
[Ja♮,Pb] = −δabP♮
[Ja♮,P♮] = η♮♮Pa.
(66)
In summary, there is a vector V such that (ignoring signs,...) [V ,V ] = J and additional vectors V ′,V ′′ and scalars
S ′,S ′′ such that [V ,V ′] = S ′, [V ,V ′′] = S ′′, [V ,S ′] = V ′ and [V ,S ′′] = V ′′. Inspecting Tables 6 and 11, we see that
apart from the de Sitter algebras, the only other Lie algebras satisfying this condition are GCA(ε)13 . To identify
this Lie algebra, we let Ja♮ := V0a, Ba := V+a, Pa := V−a, B♮ := −εS+, P♮ := −εS− and H := D and we see that
this is kinematical with η♮♮ = ε. The only nonzero brackets in addition to the kinematical ones are
[H,B] = B and [H,P] = −P, (67)
which means that it is isomorphic to a Newton-Hooke algebra (but in d + 2 dimensions) if ε = 1 and to a
pseudo-Newton-Hooke algebra if ε = −1.
4. Deformations for d = 2
As explained in the context of kinematical Lie algebras in [3], when d = 2 it is convenient to work with the
complexified Lie algebra. The reason is two-fold: first of all, the vector representation of so(2) has a larger endo-
morphism ring than that of so(d) for any d > 2. This is because so(2) is abelian and extends the endomorphism
ring from R to C. It is convenient to complexify so that C acts by complex multiplication. The second reason,
which is the same reason in disguise, is that over the complex numbers we can diagonalise the action of J.
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4.1. The complex Lie algebra. Let gC be the complex Lie algebra spanned by J,D,V0 := V01 + iV02,V0 :=
V01 − iV02,V± := V±1 + iV±2,V± := V±1 − iV±2,S±, subject to the Lie brackets
[J,V±] = −iV±
[J,V0] = −iV0
[J,V±] = iV±
[J,V0] = iV0
and
[D,V±] = ±V±
[D,V±] = ±V±
[D,S±] = ±S±.
(68)
The complex Lie algebra gC is the complexification of g which is the real Lie algebra fixed under the antilinear
involutive homomorphism ⋆ defined by
⋆ J = J, ⋆D = D, ⋆V0 = V0, ⋆V± = V± and ⋆ S± = S±. (69)
4.2. The deformation complex. The deformation complex for gC has cochains
C
p
C
:= Hom(ΛpWC, gC)
hC , (70)
where WC is the complex span of V0,V0,V±,V±,S± and hC is the complex abelian Lie algebra spanned by J,D.
The differential ∂ : Cp
C
→ Cp+1
C
is defined on generators by
∂J = iν+V+ − iν
+
V+ + iν
−
V− − iν
−
V− + iν
0
V0 − iν
0
V0
∂D = −ν+V+ − ν
+
V+ + ν
−
V− + ν
−
V− − σ
+S+ + σ
−S−
(71)
and zero on other generators, where ν0, ν0, ν±, ν±,σ± are the canonical dual basis for W∗
C
.
We shall now enumerate the first few spaces of cochains. To ensure that we do no leave any cochains out,
we can use character theory to calculate the dimension of these spaces. The hC character of WC is given by
χWC(q, τ) = (τ+ τ
−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
S±
+(τ+ τ−1)(q+ q−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
V±,V±
+(q+ q−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
V0,V0
, (72)
and that of gC is given by
χgC(q, τ) = 2+ (τ+ τ
−1) + (τ+ τ−1)(q+ q−1) + (q+ q−1), (73)
where the 2 is due to J and D. The dimension of Cp
C
is the constant term in
χΛpW∗
C
⊗gC(q, τ) = χΛpW∗C(q, τ)χgC(q, τ). (74)
To calculate this, we observe that χΛpW∗
C
(q, τ) = χΛpWC(q
−1, τ−1) = χΛpWC(q, τ), where the last equality follows
by inspection. The generating function for the characters of the exterior powers is given by
∞∑
p=0
tpχΛpWC(q, τ) = exp
(
−
∞∑
ℓ=1
(−t)ℓ
ℓ
χWC(q
ℓ, τℓ)
)
. (75)
Expanding and collecting terms, we find the following for the first few spaces of cochains:
dimC0C = 2, dimC
1
C = 8, dimC
2
C = 20 and dimC
3
C = 36, (76)
which we proceed to enumerate:
C0C = spanC(J,D)
C1C = spanC(ν
+
V+, ν
+
V+, ν
−
V−, ν
−
V−, ν
0
V0, ν
0
V0,σ
+S+,σ
−S−)
C2C = spanC(c1, c1, c2, c2, . . . , c8, c8, c9, c10, c11, c12)
C3C = spanC(b1,b1,b2,b2, . . . ,b16,b16,b17,b18,b19,b20),
(77)
where (omitting ⊗ and ∧),
c1 = ν
0
ν
+S+
c2 = ν
0
ν
−S−
c3 = σ
+
ν
−
V0
c4 = σ
−
ν
+
V0
c5 = σ
+
ν
0
V+
c6 = σ
−
ν
0
V−
c7 = ν
+
ν
−J
c8 = ν
+
ν
−D
c9 = σ
+σ−J
c10 = σ
+σ−D
c11 = iν
0
ν
0J
c12 = iν
0
ν
0D,
(78)
and
b1 = ν
+
ν
−
ν
+
V+
b2 = ν
+
ν
−
ν
−
V−
b3 = ν
+
ν
−
ν
0
V0
b4 = ν
0
ν
+
ν
−
V0
b5 = ν
0
ν
+
ν
0
V+
b6 = ν
0
ν
−
ν
+
V0
b7 = ν
0
ν
−
ν
0
V−
b8 = σ
+σ−ν+V+
b9 = σ
+σ−ν−V−
b10 = σ
+σ−ν0V0
b11 = σ
+
ν
+
ν
−S+
b12 = σ
−
ν
−
ν
+S−
b13 = σ
+
ν
0
ν
−J
b14 = σ
+
ν
0
ν
−D
b15 = σ
−
ν
0
ν
+J
b16 = σ
−
ν
0
ν
+D
b17 = iσ
+
ν
0
ν
0S+
b18 = iσ
−
ν
0
ν
0S−
b19 = iσ
+
ν
−
ν
−S−
b20 = iσ
−
ν
+
ν
+S+.
(79)
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Here ci = ci for i = 9, 10, 11, 12 and bi = bi for i = 17, 18, 19, 20. For the other cochains, complex conjugation is
as expected: e.g., c1 = ν
0ν+S+ = −ν
+ν0S+, et cetera.
4.3. Infinitesimal deformations. The subspace of real cochains is a subcomplex and we are interested in its
cohomology in degree 2. We observe that ∂ : C1
C
→ C2
C
is the zero map, so that the cohomology H2
C
coincides
with the space Z2
C
of cocycles. The map ∂ : C2
C
→ C3
C
is such that c1, c1, . . . , c6, c6 are cocycles, and
∂c7 = i(b1 − b2 + b4 + b6)
∂c8 = b1 − b2 − b11 − b12
∂c9 = i(b8 − b8) + i(b9 − b9) + i(b10 − b10)
∂c10 = −(b8 + b8) + (b9 + b9)
∂c11 = (b5 + b5) + (b7 + b7)
∂c12 = i(b5 − b5) − i(b7 − b7) − b17 + b18,
(80)
which spans the spaceB3
C
of 3-coboundaries. For future use, we notice that there are some cochains inC3
C
which
do not appear as components of any coboundary in B3
C
: b3,b13,b14,b15,b16 (and their complex conjugates) and
also b19,b20.
The space of infinitesimal deformations is
H2C
∼= Z2C = spanC(c1, c1, . . . , c6, c6) (81)
and hence the most general (real) infinitesimal deformation is given by
ϕ(1) =
6∑
i=1
tici +
6∑
i=1
tici =: ψ+ψ (82)
for some ti ∈ C.
4.4. Obstructions. The first obstruction to integrability of the infinitesimal deformation ϕ(1) is given by the
cohomology class of ϕ(1) • ϕ(1) in H3
C
, where • is the complex-linear extension of the Lie-admissible product
introduced in Section 2.3. We tabulate this product on the space of cocycles in Table 13.
Table 13. Some components of the Nijenhuis–Richardson product • : C2
C
×C2
C
→ C3
C
• c1 c1 c2 c2 c3 c3 c4 c4 c5 c5 c6 c6
c1 −b6 b3 −b5
c1 b3 −b6 −b5
c2 −b4 −b3 −b7
c2 −b3 −b4 −b7
c3 −b11 −ib19 b9
c3 −b11 ib19 b9
c4 −ib20 b12 −b8
c4 ib20 b12 −b8
c5 ib17 b10
c5 −ib17 b10
c6 ib18 −b10
c6 −ib18 −b10
Calculating the product ϕ(1) •ϕ(1) we can use that
ϕ(1) •ϕ(1) = (ψ+ψ) • (ψ+ψ)¯ = ψ •ψ+ψ •ψ+ c.c. (83)
to arrive at
ϕ(1) •ϕ(1) = (t3t1 − t2t4)b3 − t2t4b4 − t1t5b5 − t1t3b6 − t2t6b7 − t4t5b8 + t3t6b9
+ (t4t5 − t3t6)b10 − t1t3b11 + t2t4b12 + it1t5b17 + it2t6b18 − it2t3b19 − it1t4b20 + c.c. (84)
We need to cancel this with a coboundary ∂ϕ(2), where
ϕ(2) = u1c7 + u1c7 + u2c8 + u2c8 + u3c9 + u4c10 + u5c11 + u6c12, (85)
with u1,u2 ∈ C and u3, . . . ,u6 ∈ R. Calculating ∂ϕ(2) we find
∂ϕ(2) = (u2 − iu1)b1 − (u2 + iu1)b2 + iu1b4 + (u5 + iu6)b5 − iu1b6 + (u5 − iu6)b7 − (u4 − iu3)b8
+ (u4 + iu3)b9 + iu3b10 − u2b11 + u2b12 −
1
2
u6b17 +
1
2
u6b18 + c.c. (86)
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The first obstruction equation ∂ϕ(2) = ϕ(1) •ϕ(1) implies
u1 = it2t4, u2 = t2t4, u3 = 0, u4 = t3t6, u5 = −t1t5 and u6 = 0, (87)
and results in the following relations between the ti:
t3t6 = t4t5 ∈ R, t1t5 = t2t6 ∈ R, t1t3 = t2t4, t1t3 = t2t4, t1t4 ∈ R and t2t3 ∈ R. (88)
The second obstruction equation is ∂ϕ(3) = ϕ(1) •ϕ(2) +ϕ(2) • ϕ(1), for which we need further components
of the Nijenhuis–Richardson Lie-admissible product. Notice that ϕ(2) •ϕ(1) since there are no generators dual
to J or D, so that we only need ϕ(1) •ϕ(2). The relevant products are tabulated in Table 14.
Table 14. Further components of the Nijenhuis–Richardson product • : C2
C
× C2
C
→ C3
C
• c7 c7 c8 c8 c9 c10 c11 c12
c1 b15 b16
c1 b15 b16
c2 −b13 −b14
c2 −b13 −b14
c3 −ib13 −ib14
c3 ib13 ib14
c4 −ib15 −ib16
c4 ib15 ib16
c5 b13 b14
c5 b13 b14
c6 −b15 −b16
c6 −b15 −b16
Using that u3 = u6 = 0, we find that
ϕ(1) •ϕ(2) = (u1t5 + it3u5)b13 + (t5u2 − t2u4)b14 + (it4u5 − t6u1)b15 + (t1u4 − t6u2)b16 + c.c. (89)
Using equation (88) we see that ϕ(1) •ϕ(2) = 0 identically. Therefore we can take ϕ(3) = 0. Since ϕ(2) •ϕ(2) = 0,
we also have ϕ(4) = 0 and indeed all higher ϕ(i) = 0 as well.
In summary, the most general deformation is
ϕ =
6∑
i=1
tici +
6∑
i=1
tici + it2t4c7 − it2t4c7 + t2t4c8 + t2t4c8 + t3t6c10 − t1t5c11 (90)
subject to the integrability conditions in equation (88).
4.5. Isomorphism classes of deformations. The first three quadratic equations in (88) are equivalent to the
vanishing of the following determinants:∣∣∣∣t4 t6t3 t5
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣t1 t6t2 t5
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣t1 t4t2 t3
∣∣∣∣ , (91)
which is equivalent to the columns being collinear. In other words, these equations imply that there exists
(x,y) ∈ C2 \ {(0, 0)} and α1,α2,α3 ∈ C such that
(t1, t2) = α1(x,y), (t4, t3) = α2(x,y) and (t6, t5) = α3(x,y). (92)
The fourth quadratic equation in (88) says that
t1t3 = t2t4 ⇐⇒ (α1α2 − α1α2)xy = 0. (93)
The reality conditions in (88) say that the following are real:
α2α3xy, α1α3xy, α1α2|x|
2 and α1α2|y|
2. (94)
Since (x,y) 6= (0, 0), |x|2 + |y|2 6= 0, and therefore α1α2 ∈ R, which implies equation (93).
In summary, the integrability conditions are equivalent to equation (92) and the reality conditions
α1α2 ∈ R, α2α3xy ∈ R and α1α3xy ∈ R. (95)
We will now analyse the different branches of solutions of these equations.
Since (x,y) 6= (0, 0), we have three possibilities:
(1) y = 0 (and hence x 6= 0),
(2) x = 0 (and hence y 6= 0), and
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(3) xy 6= 0.
The first two are related by the involutive automorphism τ of gC, defined by
τ : (J,D,V0,V±,S±) 7→ (J,−D,V0,V∓,S∓), (96)
whose effect on the deformations is to exchange x↔ y. Indeed, notice that on cochains τ exchanges
c1 ↔ c2, c3 ↔ c4 and c5 ↔ c6, (97)
which, at the level of the parameters in the infinitesimal deformation, is equivalent to exchanging
t1 ↔ t2, t3 ↔ t4 and t5 ↔ t6, (98)
which, from equation (92), can be seen to be equivalent to x↔ y.
This leaves two branches, corresponding to (1) and (3).
4.5.1. Branch y = 0 and x 6= 0. Here t2 = t3 = t5 = 0 and t1 = α1x, t4 = α2x and t6 = α3x, with α1α2 ∈ R. The
corresponding deformation is
ϕ = α1xc1 + α2xc4 + α3xc6 + c.c. (99)
We still have the possibility of acting with automorphisms
V± 7→ λ±V±, V0 7→ µV0 and S± 7→ ξ±S±, (100)
where λ±,µ ∈ C× and ξ± ∈ R×. The effect on cochains is
c1 7→
ξ+
µλ+
c1, c4 7→
µ
ξ−λ+
c4 and c6 7→
λ−
ξ−µ
c6, (101)
and hence on parameters
t1 7→
µλ+
ξ+
t1, t4 7→
ξ−λ+
µ
t4 and t6 7→
ξ−µ
λ−
t6. (102)
We now claim that if αix is different from zero, we may bring it to 1. Indeed, suppose that α1 6= 0. then
let µ = ξ+
λ+α1x
. If α1 = 0, then µ remains unconstrained. Suppose that α2 6= 0, then if α1 = 0 we choose
µ = ξ−λ+α2x, whereas if α1 6= 0, then choose ξ− =
ξ+
|λ+|2|x|2α1α2
, which is indeed real. Finally, if α3 6= 0, then
choose λ− = ξ−µα3x.
In summary, we arrive at eight isomorphism classes of deformations in this branch summarised in Table 15.
Table 15. Isomorphism classes of deformations (d = 2, y = 0)
α1 α2 α3 Deformation ϕ
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 ν0ν+S+ − ν
+ν
0S+
0 1 0 σ−ν+V0 + σ
−ν+V0
0 0 1 σ−ν0V− + σ
−ν0V−
1 1 0 ν0ν+S+ + σ
−ν+V0 − ν
+ν0S+ + σ
−ν+V0
1 0 1 ν0ν+S+ + σ
−ν0V− − ν
+ν
0S+ + σ
−ν
0
V−
0 1 1 σ−ν+V0 + σ
−ν0V− + σ
−ν+V0 + σ
−ν0V−
1 1 1 ν0ν+S+ + σ
−ν+V0 + σ
−ν0V− − ν
+ν0S+ + σ
−ν+V0 + σ
−ν0V−
Working out the corresponding brackets, we find (up to the occasional rescaling and after applying the
automorphism τ in (25)) the same list of Lie algebras as in Table 3. In other words, for this branch at least, the
classification of d = 2 agrees with that of d > 3.
4.5.2. Branch xy 6= 0. In this branch we have
t1 = α1x
t3 = α2y
t5 = α3y
and
t2 = α1y
t4 = α2x
t6 = α3x
subject to
α1α2 ∈ R
α2α3xy ∈ R
α1α3xy ∈ R,
(103)
and we have the possibility of applying the automorphisms in (100), whose effect on the ti is as follows:
t1 7→
µλ+
ξ+
t1
t3 7→
ξ+λ−
µ
t3
t5 7→
ξ+µ
λ+
t5
and
t2 7→
µλ−
ξ−
t2
t4 7→
ξ−λ+
µ
t4
t6 7→
ξ−µ
λ−
t6.
(104)
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It is then straightforward to go through the eight possibilities, according to whether or not αi = 0 and bring
these to normal forms which are tabulated in Table 16, where an asterisk in the αi column means that it is not
zero. As before, we have introduced ε = ±1, which arises whenever α1α3 6= 0, and corresponds to the sign of
the nonzero (real) number α1α3xy.
Table 16. Isomorphism classes of deformations (d = 2, xy 6= 0)
α1 α2 α3 Deformation ϕ
0 0 0 0
⋆ 0 0 c1 + c2 + c.c.
0 ⋆ 0 c3 + c4 + c.c.
0 0 ⋆ c5 + c6 + c.c.
⋆ ⋆ 0 c1 + c2 + c3 + c4 + ic7 + c8 + c.c.
⋆ 0 ⋆ (c1 + c2 + εc5 + εc6 + c.c) − εc11
0 ⋆ ⋆ (c3 + c4 + c5 + c6 + c.c) + c10
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ (εc1 + εc2 + c3 + c4 + c5 + c6 + iεc7 + εc8 + c.c.) + c10 − εc11
Substituting the definitions (78) for the cochains and working out the Lie brackets, we find (up to the occa-
sional rescaling) the same list of Lie algebras as in Table 5. In other words, the deformation problem for d = 2
has the same solution mutatis mutandis as in d > 3, resulting in the same list of isomorphism classes of Lie
algebras in Table 6.
5. Central extensions
It is a natural question to ask whether a given Lie algebra admits central extensions, given the important roˆle
they play in applications. Central extensions of a Lie algebra1 g are classified by the second cohomology group
H2(g)with values in the trivial one-dimensional representation.
5.1. Central extensions for d > 3. Let d > 3. All graded conformal algebras have a semisimple subalgebra h
isomorphic to so(d): namely, the span of Jab. The factorisation theorem of Hochschild and Serre [12] implies
that H2(g) ∼= H2(g, h), the relative cohomology group computed from the complex of h-invariant cochains with
no legs along h. Since h lies in degree 0 in every graded conformal algebra g, the complex C•(g, h) breaks up into
the direct sum of subcomplexes of a fixed degree. Since the grading element D acts trivially on cohomology
and acts reducibly in the complex, we have further that H2(g, h) ∼= H0,2(g, h), which can be computed from the
degree-0 piece of the complex. This complex is
C0,p(g, h) ∼= (Λp(g/h)∗)
deg 0
, (105)
with the differential induced from that of the Chevalley–Eilenberg complex of g.
For the graded conformal algebras under discussion and letting δ denote the dual to D, we have that
C0,1(g, h) = spanR(δ) and C
0,2(g, h) = spanR(σ
+σ− := σ+ ∧ σ−,υ+υ− := υ+a ∧ υ
−
a ). (106)
It is then a simple matter to go down Table 6 and calculate ∂δ, ∂(σ+σ−) and ∂(υ+υ−) to determine H2(g) and
hence the possible central extensions.
5.1.1. GCA1, GCA3, GCA10, GCA16, GCA17 and GCA18. These share the same differential:
∂δ = 0, ∂σ± = ∓δσ± and ∂υ± = ∓δυ±, (107)
which implies
∂(σ+σ−) = 0 and ∂(υ+υ−) = 0, (108)
and hence
H2 ∼= spanR(σ
+σ−,υ+υ−). (109)
This results in the additional brackets
[S+,S−] = Z1 and [V+,V−] = Z2, (110)
where we have introduced two central generators Z1 and Z2.
1In this section, and for psychological reasons, g shall denote a general Lie algebra, not necessarily the static graded conformal Lie
algebra as it did in the sections where we discussed deformations.
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5.1.2. GCA2 and GCA5. These share the same differential:
∂δ = 0, ∂σ+ = −δσ+, ∂σ− = δσ− − υ0υ− and ∂υ± = ∓δυ±, (111)
so that
∂(σ+σ+) = σ+υ0υ− and ∂(υ+υ−) = 0, (112)
and hence
H2 ∼= spanR(υ
+υ−), (113)
with additional Lie brackets
[V+,V−] = Z. (114)
5.1.3. GCA4 and GCA7. These share the same differential
∂δ = 0, ∂σ± = ∓δσ±, ∂υ− = δυ− and ∂υ+ = −δυ+ − σ+υ0, (115)
so that
∂(σ+σ−) = 0 and ∂(υ+υ−) = −σ+υ0υ−, (116)
so that
H2 ∼= spanR(σ
+σ−), (117)
with additional brackets
[S+,S−] = Z. (118)
5.1.4. GCA6 and GCA8. These share the same differential
∂δ = 0, ∂σ+ = −δσ+, ∂σ− = δσ− − υ0υ−, ∂υ+ = −δυ+ − σ=υ0 and ∂υ− = δυ−, (119)
so that
∂(σ+σ−) = σ+υ0υ− and ∂(υ+υ−) = −σ+υ0υ−, (120)
so that
H2 ∼= spanR(σ
+σ− + υ+υ−), (121)
with additional brackets
[S+,S−] = Z and [V+,V−] = Z. (122)
5.1.5. GCA9. Here the differential is given by
∂δ = 0, ∂σ± = ∓δσ± − υ0υ± and ∂υ± = ∓δυ±, (123)
so that
∂(σ+σ−) = −σ−υ0υ+ + σ+υ0υ− and ∂(υ+υ−) = 0, (124)
so that
H2 ∼= spanR(υ
+υ−), (125)
with additional brackets
[V+,V−] = Z. (126)
5.1.6. GCA11. Here the differential is given by
∂δ = 0, ∂σ± = ∓δσ± and ∂υ± = ∓δυ± − σ±υ0, (127)
so that
∂(σ+σ−) = 0 and ∂(υ+υ−) = −σ+υ0υ− + σ−υ0υ+, (128)
so that
H2 ∼= spanR(σ
+σ−), (129)
with additional brackets
[S+,S−] = Z. (130)
5.1.7. GCA12. Here the differential is given by
∂δ = −υ+υ−, ∂σ± = ∓δσ± − υ0υ± and ∂υ± = ∓δυ±, (131)
so that
∂(σ+σ−) = −σ−υ0υ+ + σ+υ0υ− and ∂(υ+υ−) = 0, (132)
so that the only 2-cocycle is υ+υ−, which is also a coboundary, so that H2 = 0 and GCA12 admits no (nontrivial)
central extensions.
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5.1.8. GCA(ε)13 . The differential is given by
∂δ = 0, ∂σ± = ∓δσ+ − ευ0υ± and ∂υ± = ∓δυ± − σ±υ0, (133)
so that
∂(σ+σ−) = εσ+υ0υ− − εσ−υ0υ+ and ∂(υ+υ−) = −σ+υ0υ− + σ−υ0υ+, (134)
and hence
H2 ∼= spanR(σ
+σ− + ευ+υ−), (135)
with additional brackets
[S+,S−] = Z and [V+,V−] = εZ. (136)
This central extension is isomorphic to the “pseudo-Bargmann” Lie algebra which has recently appeared
in [13], where it is exhibited as a contraction of a trivial central extension of the de Sitter algebras in d + 2
dimensions.
5.1.9. GCA14. Here the differential is given by
∂δ = −σ+σ−, ∂σ± = ∓δσ± and ∂υ± = ∓δυ± − σ±υ0, (137)
so that
∂(σ+σ−) = 0 and ∂(υ+υ−) = −σ+υ0υ− + σ−υ0υ+, (138)
so that the only 2-cocycle is σ+σ−, which is also a coboundary, so that H2 = 0 and GCA14 admits no (nontrivial)
central extensions.
Lie algebra GCA14 is isomorphic to the galilean conformal algebra of [14], which was known not to admit
a central extension. The construction in [14] is precisely the contraction described above from the de Sitter
algebras.
5.1.10. GCA(ε)15 . These are semisimple Lie algebras and, by the secondWhitehead Lemma, the second cohomo-
logy H2 = 0.
5.1.11. GCA19. Here the differential is given by
∂δ = 0
∂σ+ = −δσ+
∂σ− = δσ− − υ0υ−
∂υ+a = −δυ
+
a − ǫabcυ
0
bυ
+
c
∂υ− = δυ− − σ−υ0,
(139)
so that
∂(σ+σ−) = σ+υ0υ− and ∂(υ+υ−) = σ−υ0υ+ − υ0υ+υ−, (140)
so that H2 = 0 and this conformal algebra admits no (nontrivial) central extensions. This result also follows
with little or no calculation by using Hochschild–Serre relative to the semisimple subalgebra spanned by J and
V0 which is isomorphic to so(3)⊕ so(3). In this case, the relative complex has no cochains in degree 0.
5.1.12. GCA(ε)20 . The differential is given by
∂δ = 0
∂σ± = ∓δσ+
∂υ+a = −δυ
+
a − ǫabcυ
0
bυ
+
c
∂υ−a = δυ
−
a = δυ
−
a − εǫabcυ
0
bυ
−
c ,
(141)
so that
∂(σ+σ−) = 0 and ∂(υ+υ−) = (ε− 1)υ0υ+υ− (142)
and hence
H2 ∼=
{
spanR(σ
+σ−,υ+υ−) ε = 1
spanR(σ
+σ−) ε = −1,
(143)
with additional brackets {
[S+,S−] = Z1 and [V+,V−] = Z2 ε = 1
[S+,S−] = Z ε = −1.
(144)
The results are summarised in Table 17.
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Table 17. Central extensions of graded conformal algebras (d > 3)
Label Additional central brackets dimH2
GCA1 [V+,V−] = Z1 [S+,S−] = Z2 2
GCA2 [V+,V−] = Z 1
GCA3 [V+,V−] = Z1 [S+,S−] = Z2 2
GCA4 [S+,S−] = Z 1
GCA5 [V+,V−] = Z 1
GCA6 [V+,V−] = Z [S+,S−] = Z 1
GCA7 [S+,S−] = Z 1
GCA8 [V+,V−] = Z [S+,S−] = Z 1
GCA9 [V+,V−] = Z 1
GCA10 [V+,V−] = Z1 [S+,S−] = Z2 2
GCA11 [S+,S−] = Z 1
GCA12 0
GCA
(ε=±1)
13 [V+,V−] = εZ [S+,S−] = Z 1
GCA14 0
GCA
(ε=±1)
15 0
GCA16 [V+,V−] = Z1 [S+,S−] = Z2 2
GCA17 [V+,V−] = Z1 [S+,S−] = Z2 2
GCA18 [V+,V−] = Z1 [S+,S−] = Z2 2
GCA19 0
GCA
(ε=+1)
20 [V+,V−] = Z1 [S+,S−] = Z2 2
GCA
(ε=−1)
20 [S+,S−] = Z 1
5.2. Invariant inner products. It often happens that a Lie algebra does not admit an invariant inner product,
yet a central extension of it does. For this to happen, the degeneracy of the invariant inner product in the original
Lie algebra should be curable by adding central elements. For the kind of Lie algebras under consideration, this
happens if and only if the original Lie algebra has an invariant symmetric bilinear formwith a one-dimensional
kernel spanned by D. It will turn out that there is only one additional metric Lie algebra: a one-dimensional
central extension of GCA16, which only exists for d = 3. In this section we provide the details.
First of all we notice that (suppressing indices)
〈V+,V−〉 = 〈V+, [V−, J]〉 = 〈[V+,V−], J〉 , (145)
so that unless 〈[V+,V−], J〉 6= 0, any invariant bilinear form is degenerate. Clearly no central term in [V+,V−]
contributes to 〈[V+,V−], J〉, so the only way 〈[V+,V−], J〉 can be nonzero is if [V+,V−] = J + · · · or, if d = 3,
[V+,V−] = V0 + · · · . This only occurs for GCA12, GCA
(ε)
15 , GCA16, GCA17 and GCA18. The Lie algebras GCA12 and
GCA
(ε)
15 do not admit central extensions, so we concentrate on the rest.
No central extension of the Lie algebrasGCA17 andGCA18 admit an invariant inner product. Indeed, omitting
indices,
〈V0,V0〉 = 〈V0, [V0, J]〉 = 〈[V0,V0], J〉 = 0, (146)
and
〈J,V0〉 = 〈J, [S+,V−]〉 = 〈[J,S+],V−〉 = 0. (147)
Therefore 〈V0,−〉 = 0 and any invariant symmetric bilinear form is degenerate.
Finally, let us consider central extensions of GCA16, whose Lie brackets, in addition to (3), are (omitting
indices)
[V+,V−] = V0 + Z1 and [S+,S−] = Z2. (148)
The two-dimensional central extension does not admit an invariant inner product, but imposing a linear relation
betweenZ1 andZ2 results in ametric Lie algebra. Wemaydescribe it as a double extension [15, 16] of the abelian
Lie algebra awith generators V+,V−,S+,S− with (trivially invariant) inner product
〈V+a,V−b〉 = αδab and 〈S+,S−〉 = β, (149)
for α,β 6= 0. The Lie algebra g ∼= co(3) spanned by Ra = −
1
2
ǫabcJbc and D acts on a via skew-symmetric
derivations:
[Ra,V±b] = ǫabcV±c, [D,V±a] = ±V±a and [D,S±] = ±S±. (150)
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To construct the double extension, we add generators V0a dual to Ra and Z dual to D, together with the dual
pairings
〈Ra,V0b〉 = δab and 〈D,Z〉 = 1, (151)
and extend the brackets of a by
[V+a,V−b] = αǫabcV0c + αδabZ and [S+,S−] = βZ. (152)
Choosing α = 1, we see that this is a quotient of the universal central extension of GCA16 where Z1 = Z and
Z2 = βZ. The most general invariant inner product is given by
〈V+a,V−b〉 = δab
〈S+,S−〉 = β
〈Ra,V0b〉 = δab
and
〈D,Z〉 = 1
〈D,D〉 = λ
〈Ra,Rb〉 = µδab,
(153)
for all λ,µ ∈ R and β ∈ R×.
5.3. Central extensions for d = 2. In d = 2 the calculation differs because so(2) is not semisimple and the
factorisation theorem does not apply. Nevertheless the two-dimensional abelian subalgebra r = spanR(J,D)
acts reducibly and trivially on cohomology, and therefore we may work with the subcomplex of r-invariant
cochains. The 1- and 2-cochains are as follows:
C1 = spanR(ρ, δ)
C2 = spanR(ρδ, δabυ
+
aυ
−
b ,ǫabυ
+
aυ
−
b ,ǫabυ
0
aυ
0
b,σ
+σ−).
(154)
The calculations are routine and we only list the result, which is summarised in Table 18.
Table 18. Central extensions of graded conformal algebras (d = 2)
Label Additional central brackets dimH2
GCA1 [J,D] = Z1 [V+a,V−b] = δabZ2 + ǫabZ3 [V0a,V0b] = ǫabZ4 [S+,S−] = Z5 5
GCA2 [J,D] = Z1 [V+a,V−b] = δabZ2 + ǫabZ3 [V0a,V0b] = ǫabZ4 4
GCA3 [J,D] = Z1 [V+a,V−b] = δabZ2 + ǫabZ3 [S+,S−] = Z4 4
GCA4 [J,D] = Z1 [V0a,V0b] = ǫabZ2 [S+,S−] = Z3 3
GCA5 [J,D] = Z1 [V+a,V−b] = δabZ2 + ǫabZ3 3
GCA6 [J,D] = Z1 [V+a,V−b] = δabZ2 [V0a,V0b] = ǫabZ3 [S+,S−] = −Z2 3
GCA7 [J,D] = Z1 [V+a,V−b] = ǫabZ2 [V0a,V0b] = −ǫabZ2 [S+,S−] = Z3 3
GCA8 [J,D] = Z1 [V+a,V−b] = δabZ2 + ǫabZ3 [V0a,V0b] = −ǫabZ3 [S+,S−] = Z2 3
GCA9 [J,D] = Z1 [V+a,V−b] = δabZ2 + ǫabZ3 [V0a,V0b] = ǫabZ4 4
GCA10 [J,D] = Z1 [V+a,V−b] = δabZ2 + ǫabZ3 [S+,S−] = Z4 4
GCA11 [J,D] = Z1 [V0a,V0b] = ǫabZ2 [S+,S−] = Z3 3
GCA12 0
GCA
(ε=±1)
13 0
GCA14 [V+a,V−b] = ǫabZ1 [V0a,V0b] = −ǫabZ1 [S+,S−] = Z2 2
GCA
(ε=±1)
15 0
5.4. Invariant inner products. A natural question is whether there are any centrally extended Lie algebras for
d = 2 which admit an invariant inner product. Again, there are some Lie algebras which do not admit central
extensions: GCA12, GCA
(ε)
13 and GCA
(ε)
15 , and hence wewill not consider them further. In d = 2 an invariant inner
product must have 〈V0,V0〉 and 〈V+,V−〉 nonzero, but (omitting indices)
〈V+,V−〉 = 〈V+, [V−, J]〉 = 〈[V+,V−], J〉 (155)
and, similarly,
〈V0,V0〉 = 〈V0, [V0, J]〉 = 〈[V0,V0], J〉 , (156)
where now any of J,D,Zi can have nonzero inner product with J.
Every central extension of GCA4 and GCA11 has [V+,V−] = 0 and every central extension of GCA10 has
[V0,V0] = 0, hence they cannot bemetric. Neither can any central extension of GCA7 or GCA14 because (omitting
indices)
〈V0,V0〉 = 〈V0, [S+,V−]〉 = 〈[V−,V0],S+〉 = 0. (157)
Similarly, no central extension of GCA3 or GCA5 can be metric because
〈V0,V0〉 = 〈V0, [S+,V−]〉 = 〈[V0,S+],V−〉 = 0. (158)
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No central extension of GCA2 can be metric:
〈S+,S−〉 = 〈S+, [V0,V−]〉 = 〈[S+,V0],V−〉 = 0, (159)
and neither can any central extension of GCA6:
〈S+,S−〉 = 〈S+, [V0,V−]〉 = 〈[V−,S+],V0〉 = 0, (160)
or of GCA9:
〈S+,S−〉 = 〈[V0,V+],S−〉 = 〈V0, [V+,S0]〉 = 0. (161)
This leaves only GCA1 and GCA8 to consider. We will see that in each case there is a quotient of the universal
central extension which is metric. We will do this by exhibiting them as suitable double extensions [15, 16].
Let a denote the abelian Lie algebra spanned by S±,V±,V0 and with inner product
〈S+,S−〉 = α, 〈V+a,V−b〉 = βδab and 〈V0a,V0b〉 = γδab, (162)
for some α,β,γ ∈ R×. Then J and D act on a via (3) preserving the inner product. Introduce central elements Z
and Z ′ dual to J and D, respectively, so that
〈Z, J〉 = 1 and 〈Z ′,D〉 = 1, (163)
and centrally extend a as follows:
[V0a,V0b] = γǫabZ, [V+a,V−b] = βǫabZ + βδabZ
′ and [S+,S−] = αZ
′. (164)
If we normalise the inner product by setting β = 1, then we see that this metric Lie algebra corresponds to the
quotient of the universal central extension of GCA1 in Table 18 where Z1 = 0, Z2 = Z ′, Z3 = Z, Z4 = γZ and
Z5 = αZ
′. The most general invariant inner product (up to scale) is given by equations (162) and (163) and any
symmetric bilinear form on the span of J and D.
Finally, let g denote the Lie algebra spanned by S±,V±,V0 subject to the brackets (omitting indices)
[S+,V−] = V0, [S+,V0] = V+ and [V0,V−] = S−. (165)
The Lie algebra g is metric relative to the following inner product
〈S+,S−〉 = 1, 〈V0a,V0b〉 = −δab and 〈V+a,V+b〉 = δab. (166)
The generators J and D act on g via (3) preserving both the brackets and the inner product. Therefore we can
introduce dual generators Z, Z ′ to J and D, respectively, with the corresponding dual pairing
〈J,Z〉 = 1 and 〈D,Z ′〉 = 1, (167)
and centrally extend g via
[V0a,V0b] = −ǫabZ, [V+a,V−b] = ǫabZ+ δabZ
′ and [S+,S−] = Z
′. (168)
The resulting Lie algebra is metric relative to the inner product given by (166) and (167) and any symmetric
bilinear form in the span of J and D. Comparing with Table 18, we see that this is the quotient of the universal
central extension of GCA8 where Z1 = 0, Z2 = Z ′ and Z3 = Z.
6. Generalised conformal algebras
A more general notion of conformal algebra results from dropping the requirement that the Lie algebra be
graded by the action of D. In other words, a modified definition of conformal algebra might be the following:
Definition 2. By a generalised conformal Lie algebrawith d-dimensional space isotropy wemean a real 1
2
(d+
2)(d + 3)-dimensional Lie algebra with generators Jab = −Jba, with 1 6 a,b 6 d, spanning a Lie subalgebra
r ∼= so(d); that is,
[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc, (169)
and 3d + 3 generators: rotational vectors Via, for i = 1, 2, 3, and rotational scalars S
A, for A = 1, 2, 3. In other
words, under so(d) they transform like
[Jab,V
i
c] = δbcV
i
a − δacV
i
b and [Jab,S
A] = 0. (170)
The rest of the brackets between Via and S
I are only subject to the Jacobi identity: in particular, they must be
r-equivariant.
In this definition we have dropped the condition that D is a grading element. It is not clear why one should
call such an algebra conformal, since all it shares with the simple conformal algebras is the existence of an so(d)
subalgebra which acts in the same way on the additional generators. But these algebras form a large class of
Lie algebras with relations to the other candidates for the conformal fellowship.
The classification problem for generalised conformal algebras is much more involved than for the graded
conformal algebras treated in the bulk of this paper and we will not solve it here. Nevertheless let us make
a few comments. If d = 0, a conformal Lie algebra has dimension 3 and hence this agrees with the Bianchi
classification of real three-dimensional Lie algebras [17] (see [18] for an English translation). In contrast, the
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graded conformal algebras for d = 0 are Bianchi VI0 and Bianchi VIII. If d = 1 there are no rotations and any
real Lie algebra of dimension 6 is conformal. Six-dimensional real Lie algebras have been classified in a series
of papers starting with Morozov [19], who classified nilpotent six-dimensional Lie algebras, then Mubarakz-
janov [20], who classified solvable six-dimensional solvable Lie algebras with five-dimensional nil-radical and
Turkowski [21], who classified six-dimensional solvable Lie algebras with a four-dimensional nil-radical. Hav-
ing thus classified the solvable six-dimensional Lie algebras, it remains to classify the non-solvable ones, which
can be done in principle via the Levi decomposition, although I am not aware of any published list. The case
of the graded conformal algebras for d = 1 has not been studied.
6.1. The deformation complex for d > 5. In this section we will take d > 5; that being the generic range
of dimensions. As before, the deformation theory approach to the classification of generalised conformal Lie
algebras consists in a perturbative approach to the solution of the corresponding Maurer–Cartan equation for
the difference between the Lie brackets of the Lie algebras we want to classify and the ones of the static Lie
algebra, here denoted g. This approach consists in the first instance in the calculation of the relative Lie algebra
cohomology group H2(g, r; g), with r the rotational subalgebra, which classifies the infinitesimal deformations.
The obstructions to integrating infinitesimal deformations live in H3(g, r; g); although it is seldom necessary or
convenient to calculate that cohomology group. What we will need to compute is the Nijenhuis–Richardson
bracket on the cochains
[[−,−]] : C2(g, r; g)× C2(g, r; g)→ C3(g, r; g), (171)
which is symmetric in this degree.
In this section we will determine the first few spaces C•(g, r; g) of cochains, the action of the differential and
the Nijenhuis–Richardson bracket.
We start by introducing a convenient notation to perform the necessary calculations. We will let Via, for
i = 1, 2, 3, stand for Ba, Pa and Ka, respectively. Similarly we will let SA, for A = 1, 2, 3, stand for D, H and L,
respectively. In this notation, the static conformal Lie algebra g is the real span of Jab, Via and S
A and subject to
the following brackets:
[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc
[Jab,V
i
c] = δbcV
i
a − δacV
i
b
[Jab,S
A] = 0,
(172)
with all other brackets vanishing.
We will let W denote the real vector space spanned by the Via and the S
A. The canonical dual basis for W∗
is denoted υai and σA, respectively. We may use the rotational invariant δab to raise and lower the vector
so(d) indices with impunity, but the automorphism group of the deformation complex, which is isomorphic to
GL(3,R) × GL(3,R) acting in the natural way on the three copies of the vector representation of so(d) and on
the three copies of the scalar representation of so(d), does distinguish between these representations and their
duals, hence the need to be careful with where we position the indices.
The cochain complex C• := C•(g, r; g) is isomorphic to (Λ•W∗ ⊗ g)r andwe proceed to enumerate the first few
spaces. Omitting the ∧ and ⊗ products, we see that
(0) C0 is spanned by the three cochains SA, for A = 1, 2, 3;
(1) C1 is spanned by the 18 = 9 + 9 cochains σASB and υaiV
j
a, where we are summing over a in order to
arrive at a rotational scalar;
(2) C2 is spanned by the 51 = 9+ 27+ 6+ 9 cochains σAσBSC, σAυaiV
j
a, υaiυbjJab and υaiυajSA; and
(3) C3 is spanned by the 102 = 3+27+18+27+27cochains σAσBσCSD, σAσBυaiV
j
a, σAυaiυbjJab, σAυaiυajSB
and υaiυajυbkVℓb.
The differential ∂ : C• → C•+1 is uniquely defined by its action on the generators:
∂SA = ∂Via = ∂σA = ∂υai = 0 and ∂Jab = υaiV
i
b − υbiV
i
a. (173)
6.2. Infinitesimal deformations. It follows from the above expression for the differential that ∂ : C0 → C1 and
∂ : C1 → C2 are the zero maps and thus the space of infinitesimal deformations is naturally isomorphic to the
kernel of ∂ : C2 → C3. Computing the differential on the above basis for C2 we find
∂(σAσBS
C) = 0 ∂(σAυaiV
j
a) = 0 ∂(υaiυbjJab) = υak (υaiυbj + υajυbi)V
k
b ∂(υaiυajS
A) = 0. (174)
Therefore H2(g, r; g) is a real 45-dimensional vector space spanned by
σAσBS
C, σAυaiV
j
a and υaiυajS
A. (175)
The general infinitesimal deformation is given by
ϕ1 = t
AB
C σAσBS
C + tAijσAυaiV
j
a + t
ij
AυaiυajS
A, (176)
for real parameters tABC = −t
BA
C , t
Ai
j and t
ij
A = −t
ji
A.
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6.3. Obstructions to integrability. In order to explore the integrability properties of the infinitesimal deform-
ations we will need to calculate the Nijenhuis–Richardson bracket on C2. This is tabulated below in Table 19,
where we have abbreviated the notation by omitting the ∧ and ⊗ products.
Table 19. Nijenhuis–Richardson •
• σDσES
F σDυckV
ℓ
c υckυdℓJcd υckυcℓS
D
σAσBS
C σAσB(δ
C
DσE − δ
C
EσD)S
F δCDσAσBυckV
ℓ
c 0 0
σAυaiV
j
a 0 δ
j
kσAσDυaiV
ℓ
a σAυai(δ
j
kυcℓ + δ
j
ℓυck)Jac σAυai(δ
j
kυaℓ − δ
j
ℓυak)S
D
υaiυbjJab 0 0 0 0
υaiυbjS
A υaiυaj(δ
A
DσE − δ
A
EσD)S
F δADυaiυajυckV
ℓ
c 0 0
From Table 19 it is easy to write down the Nijenhuis–Richardson bracket, which in this degree is the anti-
commutator of the (non-associative) • product. The nonzero brackets are given by
[[σAσBS
C,σDσES
F]] = σAσB(δ
C
DσE − δ
C
EσD)S
F + σDσE(δ
F
AσB − δ
F
BσA)S
C
[[σAσBS
C,σDυckV
ℓ
c]] = δ
C
DσAσBυckV
ℓ
c
[[σAσBS
C,υckυcℓS
D]] = υckυcℓ(δ
D
AσB − δ
D
B σA)S
C
[[σAυaiV
j
a,σDυckV
ℓ
c]] = σAσD(δ
j
kυaiV
ℓ
a − δ
ℓ
iυakV
j
a)
[[σAυaiV
j
a,υckυdℓJcd]] = σAυai(δ
j
kυcℓ + δ
j
ℓυck)Jac
[[σAυaiV
j
a,υckυcℓS
D]] = σAυai(δ
j
kυaℓ − δ
j
ℓυak)S
D + δDAυckυcℓυaiV
j
a
(177)
Let ϕ1 be the general infinitesimal deformation in equation (176). The first obstruction to integrating ϕ1 is
the cohomology class of 1
2
[[ϕ1,ϕ1]] in H3(g, r; g). From equation (177) we calculate
1
2
[[ϕ1,ϕ1]] = 2t
AB
C t
CE
F σAσBσES
F +
(
tABC t
Ck
ℓ +
1
2
tAkj t
Bj
ℓ −
1
2
tBkj t
Aj
ℓ
)
σAσBυakV
ℓ
a
+ 2
(
tABC t
kℓ
A +
1
2
tBki t
iℓ
C −
1
2
tBℓit
ik
C
)
σBυbkυbℓS
C + tAijt
kℓ
A υaiυbkυbℓV
j
a (178)
From equation (174), the only way that this can be ∂ϕ2 for some ϕ2 ∈ C2, is if the following equations are
satisfied:
t
[AB
C t
E]C
F = 0
tAkj t
Bj
ℓ − t
Bk
j t
Aj
ℓ = −2t
AB
C t
Ck
ℓ
tBki t
iℓ
C − t
Bℓ
it
ik
C = −2t
AB
C t
kℓ
A
2tAijt
kℓ
A = u
ℓiδkj − u
kiδℓj ∃u
ij = uji,
(179)
where ϕ2 =
1
2
uijυaiυbjJab. Assuming these equations, the next obstruction is the class in H3(g, r; g) of
[[ϕ1,ϕ2]] = t
Ai
ju
jℓσAυaiυcℓJac. (180)
The only way that this can be a coboundary is if it vanishes identically, which becomes the second-order ob-
struction
ujℓtAij + u
jitAℓj = 0. (181)
If this is the case, then we can take ϕ3 = 0 and since [[ϕ2,ϕ2]] = 0 identically, we can also take ϕn>3 = 0 and the
deformation integrates. In summary, the integrability domain is the locus of the equations (179) and (181).
Contracting the last equation in (179) with δjk, we can solve
uℓi = tAikt
kℓ
A , (182)
which implies for consistency the symmetry in ℓ↔ i of the RHS:
tAikt
kℓ
A = t
Aℓ
kt
ki
A . (183)
In summary, the most general deformation is given by
ϕ = tABC σAσBS
C + tAijσAυaiV
j
a + t
ij
AυaiυajS
A + 1
2
tAjkt
ki
A υaiυbjJab, (184)
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for some parameters tABC , t
Ai
j and t
ij
A and where we have omitted ⊗ and ∧. This deformation is integrable
provided the following polynomial equations of second and third degree are satisfied:
t
[AB
C t
E]C
F = 0
tAkj t
Bj
ℓ − t
Bk
j t
Aj
ℓ = −2t
AB
C t
Ck
ℓ
tBki t
iℓ
C − t
Bℓ
it
ik
C = −2t
AB
C t
kℓ
A
tAijt
jℓ
A = t
Aℓ
jt
ji
A
2tAijt
kℓ
A = t
Ai
mt
mℓ
A δ
k
j − t
Ai
mt
mk
A δ
ℓ
j
tAijt
Bj
kt
kℓ
B + t
Aℓ
jt
Bj
kt
ki
B = 0.
(185)
The integrability locus is the common zero of these equations and the moduli space of conformal algebras (for
d > 4) is the quotient of the integrability locus by the natural action of GL(3,R) × GL(3,R) on the lower and
upper case indices, respectively.
Some of the equations in (185) admit a natural Lie-theoretical interpretation. For example, the first equation
says that tABC are the structure constants of a real three-dimensional Lie algebra b. The second equation says
that − 1
2
tAij define a three-dimensional real representation E, say, of b. The third equation says that t
ij
A defines a
b-equivariant map Λ2E→ b. The fourth equation can be rewritten as
0 = tAijt
jℓ
A − t
Aℓ
jt
ji
A = δ
A
B
(
tBijt
jℓ
A − t
Bℓ
jt
ji
A
)
= δAB
(
tBijt
jℓ
A + t
Bℓ
jt
ij
A
)
= δAB
(
2tBCA t
iℓ
C
)
= 2tACA t
iℓ
C , (186)
where in the penultimate equality we used the equivariance of tijA under b. Notice that this equation is identic-
ally zero if b is unimodular. We therefore see that in order to solve the obstruction conditions requires, as a first
step, classifying the three-dimensional representations of all the Bianchi Lie algebras.
As with deformations of kinematical and graded conformal Lie algebras, these are also the results for d = 4.
In d = 4we find that so(4) is not simple, but only semisimple and hence we may split the rotational generators
Jab into their self-dual and anti-self-dual components. This does not alter the calculations of the infinitesimal
deformations and the additional freedom it gives in the form of ϕ2 is not used in overcoming the obstruction
to integrability to second-order. Therefore the results above for d > 5 actually apply to all d > 4.
Finally, we end this section with the observation that holographic conformal algebras (defined in the intro-
duction) are special cases of the generalised conformal algebras in Definition 2. Indeed, a generalised conformal
algebra is holographic if and only if it contains an so(d+1)-subalgebra, so that as a vector space, a holographic
conformal algebra g decomposes as
g = so(d)⊕ V︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼=so(d+1)
⊕ (V⊕ S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
so(d+1)−vector
⊕ (V⊕ S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
so(d+1)−vector
⊕ S︸︷︷︸
so(d+1)−scalar
. (187)
As shown in Section 3.5, the only graded conformal algebras which are holographic are the de Sitter algebras
(GCA(ε)15 ) and the Newton–Hooke algebra (GCA
(ε=1)
13 ).
7. Generalised Lifshitz algebras
We shall now consider a generalisation of the graded conformal algebras which results from demanding the
existence of a grading, but not necessarily with the sameweights as in Definition 1. This generalises the Lifshitz
algebra extended by boosts (see, e.g., [22]).
Definition 3. A generalised Lifshitz algebra (with d-dimensional space isotropy) is a real Lie algebra g of
dimension 1
2
(d+ 1)(d+ 2) + 1 satisfying the following properties:
(1) g has a Lie subalgebra h ∼= co(d), and
(2) as a vector space, g = h⊕Vα⊕Vβ⊕Sγ, where Vα,β are copies of the d-dimensional vector representation
of so(d)with weights α,β relative toD and Sγ is a copy of the scalar representation of so(d) and weight
γ relative to D.
It follows from the definition, that a generalised Lifshitz algebra is nothing but a kinematical Lie algebra
k (with d-dimensional space isotropy) extended by a grading element D which commutes with the rotations.
Therefore to classify generalised Lifshitz algebras we need only classify possible gradings of kinematical Lie
algebras where so(d) lies in degree 0. Every such grading defines a derivation on k which commutes with the
rotations and which is diagonalisable over R. Every such derivation integrates to an automorphism of kwhich
acts like the identity on the rotational subalgebra and lies in the identity component of the group of automorph-
isms. Automorphisms of kinematical Lie algebras have been discussed (except for a few examples where it was
not then necessary) in [9] in the process of classifying simply-connected homogeneous kinematical spacetimes.
It is then a matter mostly of recontextualising those calculations in [9] to arrive at the results summarised in
Table 21.
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In the notation of Table 21wedonotwrite the so(d) indices explicitly. Wewrite J,B,P andH for the generators
of the kinematical Lie algebra k and write the kinematical Lie brackets as
[J, J] = J [J,B] = B [J,P] = P and [J,H] = 0. (188)
For d 6= 2, any other brackets can be reconstructed unambiguously from the abbreviated expression since there
is only one way to reintroduce indices using only the so(d)-invariant tensor δab and, when d = 3 also ǫabc on
the right hand side of the brackets. For example,
[H,B] = P stands for [H,Ba] = Pa and [B,P] = H+ J for [Ba,Pb] = δabH + Jab. (189)
In d = 3we may also have brackets of the form
[P,P] = P which we take to mean [Pa,Pb] = ǫabcPc. (190)
If d = 2, then ǫab is rotationally invariant and can appear in Lie brackets. So we will write, e.g.,
[H,B] = B+ P˜ for [H,Ba] = Ba + ǫabPb, (191)
and
[B,B] = H˜ for [Ba,Bb] = ǫabH, (192)
et cetera. Also, whenever J appears it denotes Jab. In d = 1, it is tacitly assumed that we set any J to zero.
In Table 21 we write the isomorphism class of the Lie algebra (if known) using the notation in Table 20.
Table 20. Notation for Lie algebras
Notation Name
s static
n+ (elliptic) Newton
n− (hyperbolic) Newton
e euclidean
Notation Name
p Poincare´
so orthogonal
g galilean
c Carroll
Table 21 is subdivided into three sections separated by horizontal rules: kinematical Lie algebraswhich exist
for generic d, those which are unique to d = 3 and those which are unique to d = 2. In d = 1 there are accidental
isomorphisms: c ∼= g, so(2, 1) ∼= so(1, 2), e ∼= n+ and p ∼= n−. In addition, for d = 2, n+ admits more gradings
than for d 6= 2, which is why we have listed it separately in d = 2. The notation for the grading is such that wX
denotes the degree (or “weight”) of the generator X and α,β,γ ∈ R.
Table 21. Generalised Lifshitz algebras with d-dimensional space isotropy
GLA# d ∼= Nonzero Lie brackets in addition to [J, J] = J, [J,B] = B and [J,P] = P wB wP wH
GLA1 > 0 s α β γ
GLA2 > 1 g [H,B] = −P α α + γ γ
GLA
(χ∈(−1,1))
3 > 1 [H,B] = χB [H,P] = P α β 0
GLA4 > 1 [H,B] = B [H,P] = P α β 0
GLA5 > 1 n− [H,B] = −B [H,P] = P α β 0
GLA6 > 1 [H,B] = −P [H,P] = B+ 2P α α 0
GLA
(χ>0)
7 > 1 [H,B] = χB+ P [H,P] = χP − B α α 0
GLA8 > 1( 6= 2) n+ [H,B] = P [H,P] = −B α α 0
GLA9 > 2 c [B,P] = H α β α+ β
GLA
(ε=±1)
10 > 2
p
e [H,B] = −εP [B,B] = εJ [B,P] = H 0 β β
GLA11 > 2 so(d+1, 1) [H,B] = B [H,P] = −P [B,P] = H+ J α −α 0
GLA
(ε=±1)
12 > 1
so(d,2)
so(d+2) [H,B] = −εP [H,P] = εB [B,B] = εJ [B,P] = H [P,P] = εJ 0 0 0
GLA
(ε=±1)
13 3 [B,B] = B [P,P] = ε(B− J) 0 0 γ
GLA14 3 [B,B] = B 0 β γ
GLA15 3 [B,B] = P α 2α γ
GLA16 3 [H,P] = P [B,B] = B 0 β 0
GLA17 3 [H,B] = −P [B,B] = P α 2α α
GLA18 3 [H,B] = B [H,P] = 2P [B,B] = P α 2α 0
GLA
(ξ,χ)
19 2 [H,B] = B [H,P] = ξP− χP˜ (ξ ∈ [−1, 1), χ > 0) α β 0
GLA20 2 n+ [H,B] = B˜ α β 0
GLA21 2 [B,B] = H˜ [P,P] = H˜ α α 2α
GLA22 2 [H,B] = B˜ [B,B] = H˜ [P,P] = J+ H˜ 0 0 0
GLA23 2 [B,B] = H˜ α β 2α
GLA24 2 [H,B] = P [B,B] = H˜ α 3α 2α
GLA
(ε=±1)
25 2 [H,B] = εB˜ [B,B] = H˜ 0 β 0
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To each row in Table 21 there corresponds a generalised Lifshitz algebra with additional generator D satis-
fying:
[D, J] = 0, [D,B] = wBB, [D,P] = wPP and [D,H] = wHH, (193)
with the given wB, wP and wH. We may rescaleD so that one of the nonzero wB, wP and wH is equal to 1.
In a generalised Lifshitz algebra, the grading element is an (outer) derivation of a kinematical Lie algebra. To
be able to interpret the grading element as a dilatation, it seems reasonable to require that the generalised Lif-
shitz algebra g can be “extended” (not in the algebraic sense of an extension) by additional generators: namely,
one so(d) scalar and/or one so(d) vector, in such a way that the resulting algebra is still graded by the adjoint
action of D, but such that now D appears in the right-hand side of a Lie bracket. This is an interesting problem
which is beyond the scope of this paper.
8. Generalised Schro¨dinger algebras
As advocated in several places [23, 24, 14], it is worthwhile to think of the Schro¨dinger algebra as (the central
extension of) a conformal algebra. The defining feature of Lie algebras such as the Schro¨dinger algebra is that
it should be the central extension of a Lie algebra possessing an so(d) ⊕ sl(2,R) subalgebra and, in addition,
two (or perhaps three) copies of the so(d) vector representation. In other words, comparing to the generalised
conformal algebra in Definition 2, one of the vector representations might be missing (typically the one which
can be interpreted as spatial special conformal transformations) and the Bianchi Lie algebra spanned by the
three scalars is isomorphic to Bianchi VIII. Of the graded conformal algebras classified in this paper, the only
ones where the scalars span an sl(2,R) subalgebra are the galilean conformal algebra (GCA14) and the simple
conformal algebras (GCA(ε)15 ).
Definition 4. A generalised Schro¨dinger algebra (with d-dimensional space isotropy) is a real Lie algebra g of
dimension 1
2
d(d+ 3) + 4 satisfying the following properties:
(1) g has a Lie subalgebra h ∼= so(d)⊕ sl(2,R), and
(2) as a vector space, g = h⊕ (V⊗ E)⊕ RZ, where V is a copy of the d-dimensional vector representation of
so(d), E is a representation of sl(2,R) of dimension 2 or 3, and Z is a central element.
8.1. The case dimE = 2. We shall start with the case where E is two-dimensional. Observe that sl(2,R) has
precisely two inequivalent two-dimensional representations: the fundamental representation and the trivial
representation. This gives rise to two classes of generalised Schro¨dinger algebras with dimE = 2.
In more concrete terms, a generalised Schro¨dinger algebra (with dimE = 2) admits a basis (Jab,SA,Via,Z),
where Jab span an so(d) subalgebra, SA are rotational scalars spanning an sl(2,R) subalgebra, Via, for i = 1, 2,
are rotational vectors and the rotational scalar Z is central. The (potentially) nonzero brackets (for d > 4) are
given by
[Jab, Jcd] = δbcJad − δacJbd − δbdJac + δadJbc
[Jab,V
i
c] = δbcV
i
a − δacV
i
b
[SA,SB] = fABCS
C
[SA,Via] = t
Ai
jV
j
a
(194)
where fABC are the structure constants of sl(2,R), and where SA 7→ tAij is a two-dimensional representation of
sl(2,R), and in addition
[Via,V
j
b] = δabǫijZ + u
ijJab, (195)
where uij = uji. Notice that we cannot have SA appearing in the [V ,V ] brackets, for that would require the
existence of an sl(2,R)-equivariant map f : Λ2E → sl(2,R), but since Λ2E is always a trivial representation
(whether or not E is trivial), its image under fwould have to be central in sl(2,R) and sl(2,R), being simple, has
trivial centre.
In the first class of algebras, E is the trivial representation and hence tAij = 0. Subjecting the Lie bracket
(195) to the [V ,V ,V ] Jacobi identity, we find that
(uijδkℓ − u
kiδjℓ)δbcδae + (u
jkδiℓ − u
ijδkℓ )δcaδbe + (u
kiδjℓ − u
jkδiℓ)δabδce = 0, (196)
for all i, j,k, ℓ = 1, 2 and a,b, c, e = 1, . . . ,d, where d > 4. Taking a = b 6= c = e, we are left with
ukiδ
j
ℓ = u
jkδiℓ, (197)
for all i, j,k, ℓ = 1, 2. Put i 6= ℓ = j and we see that uki = 0 for all k and all i. Therefore,
[Via,V
j
b] = δabǫijZ. (198)
In the second class of algebras, E is the fundamental representation of sl(2,R). Then the Jacobi identity
implies, in particular, that uij is sl(2,R)-invariant. But u ∈ ⊙2E, which is a non-trivial irreducible representation
of sl(2,R), and hence the only invariant is u = 0. Therefore, the additional brackets are those in (195) with
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uij = 0 and tAij the fundamental representation of sl(2,R). This is (the d > 4 avatar of) the Schro¨dinger algebra
of [25, 26].
The situation ford = 3 is slightlymore involved for the first type of algebraswhere E is a trivial representation
of sl(2,R), but not for the second type of algebras where E is the fundamental representation. Treating the
problemusing themethods of deformation theory, we look to classify the deformations of the Lie algebra gwith
all brackets zero except for those in (194). The deformation complex, by Hochschild–Serre, is the Chevalley–
Eilenberg complex of g with values in the adjoint representation, but relative to the semisimple subalgebra
h ∼= so(3)⊕ sl(2,R). If we write g = h ⊕W, where W is the span of the Via, then the cochains in the deformation
complex are Cp := (ΛpW∗ ⊗ g)h. The differential in this complex is zero, so Hp = Cp for all p. If E is the
fundamental representation of sl(2,R), it is an easy calculation using the representation theory of so(3) and
sl(2,R), that C2 = 0. Therefore for E the fundamental representation, there are no deformations of g and hence
its central extension is again the Schro¨dinger algebra.
For E the trivial representation, however, equation (195) is replaced with
[Via,V
j
b] = δabǫijZ + u
ijJab + t
ij
k ǫabcV
k
c , (199)
subject to the [V ,V ,V ] Jacobi identity. There are three components to the Jacobi identity: the one along Z, the
one along J and the one along V itself. The component along Z says
t
ij
ℓ ǫ
ℓk + t
jk
ℓ ǫ
ℓi + tkiℓ ǫ
ℓj = 0, (200)
which translates into
t112 = t
22
1 = 0, t
11
1 = 2t
12
2 and t
22
2 = 2t
12
1 . (201)
The component along J gives
t
ij
ℓ u
ℓk(δacδbd − δadδbc) + t
jk
ℓ u
ℓi(δbaδcd − δbdδca) + t
ki
ℓ u
ℓj(δcbδad − δcdδab) = 0, (202)
which taking (201) into account gives two relations
2t121 u
11 = t111 u
12 and 2t121 u
12 = t111 u
22. (203)
Finally, the component of the [V ,V ,V ] Jacobi identity along V gives
(uijδkℓ−t
ij
mt
mk
ℓ )(δbcδad−δacδbd)+(u
jkδiℓ−t
jk
mt
mi
ℓ )(δcaδbd−δbaδcd)+(u
kiδ
j
ℓ−t
ki
mt
mj
ℓ )(δabδcd−δcbδad) = 0, (204)
which taking (201) into account, simply allows us to solve for the uij in terms of the tijk :
u11 =
(
t122
)2
, u12 = t121 t
12
2 and u
22 =
(
t121
)2
. (205)
Inserting these back into equation (203) we see that the two equations are identically satisfied.
Letting t121 =: λ and t
12
2 =: µ, the [V ,V ] bracket becomes (in shorthand notation)
[V1,V1] = µ2J+ 2µV1, [V1,V2] = Z+ λµJ+ λV1 + µV2 and [V2,V2] = λ2J+ 2λV2. (206)
We have four cases depending on whether or not λ and µ are zero:
(1) λ = µ = 0: the only nonzero bracket is
[V1a,V
2
b] = δabZ; (207)
(2) λ = 0 and µ 6= 0: the nonzero brackets are now (after rescaling V1 by µ−1):
[V1a,V
1
b] = Jab + 2ǫabcV
1
c and [V
1
a,V
2
b] = δabZ+ ǫabcV
2
c , (208)
but changing basis to V1a 7→ V
1
a +
1
2
ǫabcJbc, we arrive at only one nonzero bracket: namely,
[V1a,V
2
b] = δabZ; (209)
(3) λ 6= 0 and µ = 0 is isomorphic to the previous case via the change of basis (J,V1,V2,Z) 7→ (J,V2,V1,−Z);
and
(4) λµ 6= 0, where the nonzero brackets are now (after rescaling V1 by µ−1 and V2 by λ−1):
[V1a,V
1
b] = Jab + 2ǫabcV
1
c
[V2a,V
2
b] = Jab + 2ǫabcV
2
c
[V1a,V
2
b] = δabZ+ Jab + ǫabc(V
1
c + V
2
c ),
(210)
which, changing basis to V± := 1
2
(V1 ± V2), simplifies to the following non-zero brackets:
[V+a ,V
+
b ] = Jab + 2ǫabcV
+
c and [V
+
a ,V
−
b ] = −
1
2
δabZ+ ǫabcV
−
c , (211)
and, finally, changing basis V+a 7→ V
+
a +
1
2
ǫabcJbc and redefining Z, we find that the only nonzero bracket
remains
[V+a ,V
−
b ] = δabZ. (212)
In summary, we find again that just as for d > 4, there is only one isomorphism class of Lie algebras, with
additional bracket given by equation (198).
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8.2. The case dimE = 3. Consider now the case where E is a three-dimensional representation of sl(2,R).
Then we are essentially in the special case of Definition 2 where the Lie algebra spanned by the scalars is
isomorphic to sl(2,R) or, equivalently, Bianchi VIII. The representation E is isomorphic to one of the following
three representations:
(1) the trivial three-dimensional representation R3;
(2) the direct sum F ⊕ R, where R is the trivial one-dimensional representation and F is the fundamental
two-dimensional representation; or
(3) the adjoint representation.
Restricting to d > 4, we have that the most general deformation is given by equation (184) and the obstructions
to integrating it are given by equation (185). The first three equations say that tABC are the structure constants of
sl(2,R) relative to some basis, − 1
2
tAij define the three-dimensional representation E and t
ij
A defines an sl(2,R)-
equivariant linearmapΛ2E→ sl(2,R). The fourth obstruction equation vanishes because sl(2,R) is unimodular,
as shown by equation (186).
If E is the trivial representation, then tAij = 0 and since sl(2,R) has no centre, t
ij
A = 0 as well. The remaining
two equations in (185) are automatically satisfied. Hence the algebra is given by the common Lie brackets (169)
and (170) and in addition [SA,SB] = tABC S
C defining sl(2,R). Wemay centrally extend this algebra by generators
Zij = −Zji and brackets
[Via,V
j
b] = δabZ
ij. (213)
If E = F ⊕ R2, then Λ2E ∼= E as sl(2,R)-representations and since there is no sl(2,R)-equivariant map E →
sl(2,R), we see that tijA = 0. The last two equations in (185) are automatically satisfied. Therefore the Lie algebra
is spanned by J,V0,V+,V−,S0,S+,S−, with Lie brackets given by (169) and (170) and in addition
[S±,V∓] = V±, [S0,V±] = ±V±, [S0,S±] = ±2S± and [S+,S−] = S0. (214)
The Lie algebra admits a central extension with generator Z and Lie brackets
[V+a ,V
−
b ] = δabZ. (215)
Notice that the subspace spanned by V0 is an ideal and quotienting by this ideal gives again the Schro¨dinger
algebra. This Lie algebra is graded, but the weights are not those of a graded conformal algebra as in Defin-
ition 1. This suggests relaxing the definition of a graded conformal algebra by allowing arbitrary conformal
weights. We discussed this in Section 7 in the context of generalised Lifshitz algebras.
Finally, if E is the adjoint representation, then now tijA is a constant multiple of the isomorphism Λ
2E →
E ∼= sl(2,R). For any value of this constant, one can check explicitly that the last two equations in (185) are
satisfied. Therefore the resulting Lie algebra is isomorphic to one of the simple conformal algebras GCA(ε)15 .
These algebras do not admit any nontrivial central extensions.
9. Conclusions and open problems
This paper is devoted to the slippery notion of a conformal algebra. Wehave focussed primarily on the notion
of a graded conformal algebra with d-dimensional space isotropy (seeDefinition 1) andwe have classified them
up to isomorphism for all d > 2. We have done this by classifying deformations of the static graded conformal
algebra defined in the introduction. For each such d 6= 3 there are 17 isomorphism classes, which are listed in
Table 6, which also applies when d = 2. For d = 3 there are in addition another 6 isomorphism classes, which
are listed in Table 11. Some of these Lie algebras are related by contraction and this defines a partial order in the
set of isomorphism classes whose Hasse diagram is depicted in Figure 1, which also applies to d = 2. With the
exception of the simple Lie algebras GCA(ε)15 (isomorphic to so(d+2, 1) or so(d+1, 2), respectively), none of the
other graded conformal algebras admit an invariant inner product. We then classified the central extensions
of these Lie algebras. The situation was different in d > 3 and d = 2 and is summarised in Tables 17 and 18,
respectively. We then investigatedwhether any central extended graded conformal algebras admit an invariant
inner product and we found that this was the case for GCA16 (which exists only for d = 3) and, provided that
d = 2, also for GCA1 and GCA8.
We then discussed some other notions of conformal algebras obtained by relaxing and/or modifying some
of the properties of the graded conformal algebras.
In Section 6 we discussed a class of Lie algebras defined by dropping the condition that D is a grading
element in Definition 1. We call the resulting Lie algebras generalised conformal algebras (see Definition 2), but
it is questionable whether all such Lie algebras are in any way conformal, since all they share with the ur-
example of conformal algebra (the algebra of conformal symmetries of Minkowski spacetime) is that they have
the generators transform in the same way under the so(d) subalgebra of rotations. Nevertheless we present
some preliminary results about their classification via deformation theory for d > 4. We will use some of these
results below in a restricted context.
In Section 7 we discuss what we call generalised Lifshitz algebras (see Definition 3), which consist of a graded
kinematical Lie algebra extended by the grading element, but not requiring that the degrees are those of the
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graded conformal algebras treated in the bulk of this paper. The results here are preliminary, but we present a
classification of the possible Z-gradings of all kinematical Lie algebras, which is contained in Table 21.
In Section 8wediscussed a class of conformal Lie algebras related to the Schro¨dinger algebra. The Schro¨dinger
algebra can be understood as a central extension of a conformal algebra and this suggests the definition of a
generalised Schro¨dinger algebra (see Definition 4), whose main property is the existence of an so(d)⊕ sl(2,R) sub-
algebra under which the remaining (non-central) generators transform according to V⊗E, where V is the vector
representation of so(d) and E is a representation of sl(2,R) of dimension 2 or 3. We classified the isomorphism
classes of generalised Schro¨dinger algebras with dimE = 2 for d > 3 and with dimE = 3 for d > 4. Apart from
the Schro¨dinger algebra, we find an (non-central) extension by a vector representation of so(d) (trivial under
sl(2,R)) and centrally extended algebras where E is the trivial representation of sl(2,R).
There are a number of open problems remaining to complete the results in the last three sections, among
which we list the following in no particular order:
• Classify the generalised conformal algebras of Section 6. For d > 4 we need only solve the equations
(185) and quotient by the action of the automorphisms of the static algebra. For d 6 3 the deformation
problem has to be looked anew.
• Classify the generalised Schro¨dinger algebras of Section 8 for d 6 3 (for dimE = 3) and for d = 2 (for
dimE = 2).
• Study the addition of generators to the generalised Lifshitz algebras of Section 7. This is not unrelated to
the classification of the generalised conformal algebras where one of the scalar generators is a grading
element.
• Classify filtered subdeformations of so(d+1, 2) or so(d+2, 1) containing an so(d) subalgebra.
A possible extension of this work is to determine the (d+1)-dimensional homogeneous manifolds of the
corresponding groups, as was done in [9]. This might give a rich class of “spacetimes” in which to discuss
conformal-like theories. Of course, of the graded conformal algebras treated in the bulk of the paper, only
GCA
(ε)
15 can act on a (d + 1)-dimensional (riemannian or lorentzian) manifold via conformal Killing vectors:
their dimension would mean that the manifold is conformally flat and, hence, any such conformal algebra
would be isomorphic to GCA(ε)15 for some value of ε.
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